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CULTURE AND EDUCATION IN MICRONESIA

The three west Pacific archipelagos of the Mariana, Caroline, and

Marshall islands are home to 239,000 U.S. nationals In five distinct

political entitle's the Territory of Guam, the Coartonwealth of the

Northern Mariana Islands, and the emerging freely associated Republic of

Mau (formerly Palau), the Morahan Islands, and the Federated States of

'Micronesia. With the exception of Guam- -a U.S. tetritary since 1890 --

- all are former members ,of the United Nations Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands (TM), established ass U.S. protectorate following

Mode Net II. Each of the latter is undergoing a fundamental change in

its relation with the United, Etats*, &sensing more autonomy and local

responsibility for basic political, economic, and social services

formerly federally administered through the TTPI. All, including Guam,

are re-essamining the terms in which they can balance development that

enhances standards Of living with support of traditional Micronesian

values.and Culture.

These questions directly effect education. The scope of educational

Serflnen, the content of the curriculum, the balance of academic and

vdcetional curricula, research and development plans--all these are

contingent upon priorities set !miss, of limited (and, in the longer

term, declining) federal subsidies, is well as the premium placed by each

affiliated state upon Cultural retention and support for indigenous life

ways, and its emphasis on and resources available for economic

development. this essay offers 1140141 and cultural backgrounds on the

five -1.s.- affiliated Micronosian states in ceder to highlight' issues that

pertain to education and which may servo to illumine educational

decision-inking in the near future.
O

The first sections below focus.on the political history of the

region, emphasising this period *fees& administration. They draw

distinctions in the histories of Surcpean colonisation as they influence

contemporary political, economic, and social situations and inform the

recent decisions that the ITN islands have aids mottling membership in

the Federated States of Micronesia and their political status vis-a-vis

the U.S. The history of institutionalised education is also outlined,

describing political, economic, and depographic factors that will affect

its future course.

the essay then examines ethnographic research on the various cultures

Micronesia, as they share common values and traditions and as each

urea is unique in its culture. aphasia is placed on aspects of

traditional culture which particularly impact educations traditional

learning structures, factors in communication and self-presentations

O
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attitudes toward authority,
work, and cultural contact.

Traditional

leadership structures and status
relationships, now competing with the

dcash economy andcstatus through wealth and education, are also discussed.

The, final section addresses the educational implications of the

ethnographic and historical backgrounds
of the U.S.-affiliated

Micronesian states. It neints out educational needs articulated by

Micronesian
leaders and educational

observers and suggests areas for

further research and development.

General Descriptions
Land and Population

The three million square miles of Pacific in which the 2,100

'Micronesian
islands lie include"923 square

miles of land which make up

the five U.S.-affiliated
states. Less than 100 of these islands are

habitable. The Marianas archipelago, in 'the
northwest, is now organised

as the Territory of Guam, on the large, southern-most
island, and the

\ 'Comionwealth
of the Northern Mariana Islands. This region remains the

most closely affiliated with the U.S. The inhabitants of the Caroline

Islam.% and-of the' Marshall Islands have approved relationships
of free

association
with the United States as three distinct political entities:

the Republic of Delauu in the,fat west of tit:stateliness
the Federated

States of Micronesia, encompassing
the rest of the Caroline chain and .

consisting of, from west.to east, the four States of Yap, Truk, Ponape,

and Roams (formerly Rusaie)s and the Marshall Islands, eastern-most

region of American Micronesia.
With the exception of Guam, each

political entity
consists of a number of islands, many uninhabited and

some separated by hundreds of miles of ocean.

The far westerly location of the.Micronestan
islands places the*" at

near opposite sides of the earth from the eastern U.S. NO working hours

.
on the Micronesian islands overlap with the office hours of federal

headquarters
in Washington, D.C. District Centers

are now connected by

jet aircraft on regular schedules,' howeveroutet
islands maybe reached

only by ship, with' irregularities common. Even on the larger and more

populous islands manyesettlements
are reached only:by boat.

Airmail from

the U.S. takes 6 to 10 days at first class rate.

Guam, the largest and most populous of the 94 inhabited islands,

accounts for'sbout one-quarter of the total land mass. Guam is also haw

to almost one-half of the total.population
of American Micronesia.

Guamanian number 106,000, compared with 133,000 for the former Ttust

Territory members. Table I (next page) details the population densities

of the Micron:4Jan states,
and the rise in population over the post World

War II period. In some regions population
doubled in the decade 1970-80.

This same period has seen population relocation,
with a trend toward

urbanisation,
in Guam and in the TTPI (see Table II). The urbanisation

figures are notes drastic as many writers of the early 1970s predicted.

if
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-Percent Urban
1970

Perent Urban
1980
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TABLE II. TREND T. URBANIZATION

Guam Northern -Marianas Marshalls/Selau/PSM

25.5 16.0
28.4

39.5 36.1
,30.3

Increase. .. 14.0 20.1
1.9

1970-80

Data, 1980 U.S. Census of Population

At that time it was feared that the
mwly-educated masses 91 young people

would.refuse to return to their home islands after study in the district

seconlarY. schools.
Ogee 6041 of TTPI high sChool graduates appear to

return to their home villages, taking up employment when available, or

resuming the traditional subsistence lifestyle. However, there are

unemployed youth living on the margins of all the urbanized centers with

predictable,social
problems arising from their displacement.

American Micronesiwfaces a dilmma mow, ai it recognizes more fully

its unique eduCational needs Oates the Programs upon which its expansion

was based ate eliminated or reduced... The demographics of populatiOn in

Micronesia are drastically different from the Uqited States. As the

mainland has experienced a declinng birthrate and concomitant decline in

need for teachers. schools, and educational support
services, the..

Micronesian region has entered a period of unprecedented population .

growth, and renewed need for extensive expansion and restructuring of its

educational system. Teacher training programs for instance, have been

dropped as United States'
post-baby boom teachers went unemployed,

Micitonesia, however, requites
increasing numbers of teachers each year.-

In 1980, the median age in the 50 states was 30.0.years. In stark

contrast, Table III (below) shows the median in (Mai was-22.2 and in the

forme; Trust Territories it
ranged from a Iwo of 14.8 in the Marshall. to

19.6 in the **thorn Marianas. Contrasting again with-the mainland

states' concern with the tising proportion of elderly and retired

citizens, none of the Micronesian areas had more than 5.4% of its

citizens over 65 years of age.

These rising population figures represent a remarkable recovery from

severe population decline throughout the years of colonial contact,

declines that continued, for parts of the 'trite through the period of

Japanese occupation in the first tialf of this century. Guam, for

instance, is believed to have had a pre-contact population of 30,000 to

40,000. Them numbers
declined to as few es 3,500 during the Spanish

*occupation! Guamanian. numbered mly 9;700 in 1901, the first U.S.

f.
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Percent
Under
18 ysi.

i
Percent
18-64

Yr**

Percent
Over
64 yrs.

TABLE TSISSs AGE DISTRIBUTION, 1980 /.

NORTHERN
GUAM MARIANAS MARSHALLS

41.2 47.1 56.5

56.01 50.0 40.4

2.8 -. 2.9 3;1

Median .22,2 19.6 14.8

ace yrs. yrs. yrs.

Betas .198.0 U.S. Census of Population

BELAU TAP

STATES
OrMICIONEsIA

-TRUE PONAPE ROSRAE'

47.4 48.3 53.2 53.7 54.9

47.0 46.2 43.4 43.0 41.9
a

S.3 5.5 3.4 3.2 3.2

O

18.9 18.9 16.5 16.2 15.9

yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs.

Census. Sy 1950 the Chamorro people hid more than regained their

historic maximum, then numbering 59,500. The population rose to 95,000

in 1970 and'atood Si 106,000 in the most recent census.,
*

Sistotr of Cbidnisation

The Chamorro people who constitute the indigenous inhabitants of the

Mariana Mande chain (and the Isisuans of the western Carolina) stem
Scam the Western* or Indonesian*, branch of the Austronesian family,

mated to the Philippine peoples* rather than to their Micronesian

neighbors. The Chamorro)* distinctiveness has been reinforced by their

colonisation histor. The Marianas were the first area to experience

intensive European Contact, beginning in the lattir seventeenth century

with Spanish mission settlements and expanding as the Guam port of Agana

became a stopover in the route from the Mexico to the Philippines. in

the nineteenth century Catholic missions were extended to Belau and Tap.

Their conversion effort was succeesfule but they did not leave the deep

impact on those cultures that their 200-year rule achieved in the

Marianas.

The Caroline. and Matsballecdid notoundergo sustained European

settlement until the ninetheentb century. The Marshall* became a whaling.

Ship stopover in the 111S0* and a German colony at mid century. Some main

islands in the eastern Caroline were hosts to Protestant American

missionaries by the 1860s. it.was not until the Gorier administration,
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it the turn of the twentioth,century,
that profound

economic or political,

.COmieftwas.expgrienced.

At the close .of the Spanish-Maclean
War the United States claimed

.,Ouam. The Spanish sold their other territories
tolermaey,

which 4

'Iurchasidithe.Northern
Marianas and Caroline. to consolidate

its

Micronesian
territories

in 1899.. The Cunene put an administrative

-syotim'into.placeithat
made local:villages

responsible
to the colonial

mime for the Mettle..
The U.S. did not signifimm$104,

develop Guam,

o14.hough
'oval fscilitieswere-Installed.

She
instituted

in

inetishaIns94*school..ystem,

replacing the elementary

.Chaserroslanguage
educational

system that the Catholic church hal

. 'condiated.
'

In.19104 Japanese
occupied all of Micronesia,

with the exception

Olfriknortheitb16
The region was placed under Japan's protection

at the

.

.-Olose of Nor 'Vic 2. During this,
period the wholegale transformation

of

Micronesia
from a subsistence,

rural, collective
economy

began to take-

Place.
Because the islands had all.experienced

drastic populationloss

through exPosure toluropean4erne
diseases,

the.Japanise
imeorted"

thousands oCjapanesei
philipplite,

Okinawan',
and Korean -laborers for

their projects.
They regarded

the area at a territory
to be integrated

into the Shpire and began intensive exploitation
of resourcesmost

notably the phosphate
deposits on the Palauan

island of Angaur--and

development
of extensive plantations

for cash croppingoospecially
sugar,

and a deep sea fishing'industry.

By 1940 over half the entire population
of Micronesia

was Japanese.'

with SaipanJover
900 and Belau over 600 Japanese. .Thia does not

represent tbelJuge
numbers of alien workers of other ethnicities

brought

In by-that regime. Guest the only non-Japanese
dependency

in the region,

fell to the Japanese immediately
after Pearl Barber,

becoming a major

center of military and scones*, activity.

The Japanese also instituted
asyste6 of near-universal

primary

education,
based on principles

of strict discipline,
moral and physical

vigor, and loyalty to the Sepits. Over half of the class
time was

devoted to study of Japanese language.
The indigenous

peOples were

segregated
into separate schools and given only three years of formal

schooling,
although a few were further

trained at a vocational
school at

Motor' in Belau. licii-elders
still retain Japanese language-skills

today. Certain groups recall the strict discipline
of the Japanese

educational
system with adsiiation,and

have tried to reinstitute
it as

native education
in recent 'years.

O.S. Administrations
1940s and 1950s

she infrastructure
that the Japanese had developed on the primary

islands'of
Micronesia

was to a large extent destroyed
during the retaking

of the region dosing 1944 and 1945. The last year of the Pacific War

6
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was conducted Out of bases in the Marjarite and the Marshall'. -After the

war the U.S. placed the territory under Naval ministration, deporttng

hounds of Japanese, though significant **ere who had intermarried
with the native population perm permitted tp remain. In 1947 the.U.N.

granted the U.S. authority over the.islands of the Northern Marianas
(Guam was restored to American hands as a separate territory), the, ,

Marshalle4 and the Carolinas. administration, through the
Department of the Navy,las centered at Goan, and later mova.to Saipan
in the Northern Marianas. In 1t51 jerisdiction"was trtnsferred to the
Department of the Interior, although luck of 04 northern region remained
under military restrictionse

4 e
''' .

f

The Naval adiinistrative'periodisaw restoration of civilian life
after severe devastation --the first in the history of the regionand the
Wavy set up delivery servicesof.the basic health and welfare.

essentials. The Americans, like the Japanese before them, based their

administration on the system of local legistrates that the 'Germans had
initiated. While in the earlier-periOdlocal chiefs bad often served in
the capacity of magistrate representing their cimmunities to the colonial

government and serving as conduit for administrative orders, goods, and

, services from the administration headquarters, the Americans imposed a I

separition'of civil from traditional leadership. In some areas this led
to severe loss of stature for traditional leaders, who were now no longer
responsible for distribution of goods and organisation of large-scale
projects.' In offer communities, however, it seems to have led to a
complimentary political system, with chieftains retaining full aithoriNre*

in areas of traditional import such &eland tenuteliecisions,.allocption
of surplus foodstuffs, and local justice. Those selected for .

administrative positions were usually loonier, Japanese-educated men:
their youth, and scatilies their change- orientation, caused stress among
ccemunitiesvaciustomed to decisionmaking only by,the resident elders.

In Guam the advisory legislature was resumed and it served as a model

for the Trust Territory Districts as well. Gradually certain
administrative responsibilities passed into Micronesian hands, although

American governors continued in Guam until the 1960s and the leadership

in the TTPI has shifted even more recently.

As a strategic center the Micronesian territories were he-developed

with large sums of Navy money during the five years following)
establishment of-the Trust Territory. But by the early 1950s American

military immune had shifted to northeast Asia andreavy interests were
concentrated in the several locations where there were stopover ports or
bases. The TIPI was turned over toLcivillan responsibility in 1952 and

Micronesia entered a period of neglect and low funding at the hands of

the Department of Interior.-the northern sections which remained under

military jurisdiction were isolated for a time from the rest of the

region.

The post-war administration had proclaimed the importance of
universal education and, especially, teaching of the *Wish language.

6
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Under the Navy, and subsequently under the Interior Department(
a

. rudimentary educational stfucture was put. into plaqe. Primaryachools

were establishedon the'maivislends and, gradually, District secondary

0
schools were opened.

.

Unlike Japanese
educational system --centrally controlled and

A,- standardised throughout Micronesia--the Navy proposed that communities

develop their own schools with U.S. assistance. Individuals yip the

rudimentary skills attained from the three -year Japanese education, and

especially those who had gone on to vocational training, were recruited

to assist as community contacts,
administrators, and teachers.

! Indigenous tescheri were offered salaries paid by the central

f
administration from taxes collected through :tut the TTIP if their villages

would construct a.school and bring together a group of pupils. Later,

the collection of taxes was restored to the local communities who levied

fees to pay their own teachers and supply whatever building lied

instructional
materials were not received from the District

headquarters. Small, gra$sroofed schools appeared in villages on many

islands of the TTPI and rudimentary instruction in English and basic

skillswas conducted.. This system was extended to major settlements

only outer-island and small-village children
often did not have local

schools. If relatives
were.resident near a school, children would be

sent from smaller communities to attend. founds for materials,

construction, and training declined after the Navy6adminiStrative period.

The system was certainly not equivalent toAserican educational

standards,
attendance was somewhat haphazard, and conduct of the school

dependent upon good weather
conditions in the open-air buildings. But it

was a system supported by and responsible to the Micronesians themselves,

paralleling the local-level autonomy that characterizes
schooling in the

U.S. Similarlyi'it evoked local support and interest. This system

changed drastically in the early'1960s.

V.B. Administrations 1960s and 19701(

In the 1960s the islands ofl. the Trust Territory experienced radical

change in governmental polici.v,The Kennedy administration,
alarmed at

the. conditions in health, education, and economy in theoTTPI, initiated a

massive effort to bring the island territory closer to accepted standards

for the U.S. This crash program was, designed to create educational

circumstances necessary for success of American economic development

projects. As announced by President Kennedy in 19621 The accelerated

'program that is contemplated will place great
emphasis on education, for,'

in our opinion,
education is the key to all fur .t progress --political,

economic, and imolai. 44 .1 look for striking improvement in education at

all levels *the Trust-Terribuy. .° P
l4

The Kennedy adlinistration'followed
recommendations laid out in a

secret,400mmissioned
'Solomon Report -- a report which based its

educational plan on a desire io.enbance the Americanisation of



Micronesia, with the view of affecting a positive outcome for continued

0.8. hegemony:in future status elections. That report advocated "United

states- oriented curriculum" and patriotic ritual" in the classroom, as

well as education of promising Nicroneslanvoung people in 0.8.
colleges. Specificallye'the Kennedy program called for universal
edimation through grade sixe.concentrated study of English and use of

SWIM as the language of instruction after the third year, and
importation-Of American teachers to institute the vastly expanded

'educational program. The curriculum planned wss almost entirely

academic. Major economic' development projects were instituted as well,

but the educational program was the linchpin of the Americanisation
effort. %C first contract teIrchtra arrived in 1961! by 1966 over half

of all teachers in the Trust Territory were Americiihcontract, employees

of the ITN administration cc Peace Corps volunteers. The federal

investment IX Nicronehla increased exponentially, reaching $138 million

in 1979. the TTPI education budget grew from 069,40 in 1962 to '

3,866,000 in 1966, and continued to increase yearliy. Educationbecame

the largest employer-in the TTPI, employing over one-thigd of all workers

$n an increasingly cash economy. s
el

This educational transfoimation was felt profoundly, even in'the most

remote areas, of the.Trust Teiritory. Primary schools we-e erected in .

every settlement large enough to Supply ,pupils. Many of these wire-ireas

in which me intimate contact with Europeans bad been experienCed before.

Suddenly American contract or Peace Corps teachers took up residence and

began directing education of the-young. With the new emphasis on

education as the route to success, families were encouraged to send any
promising young peOple slogger community or district center for

continued education. This separated them'frum their home communities in

critical formative parse undermining traditional authority, and creating .

a trend toward urbanisation which had both cultural and economic'

consequences fat beyond the numbers of the students themselves.

And,-Very importantly, the new program removed schooling from local

control. leginning in 1961 when the TTPI assumed central control of

education, the: Saipan headquarters began to.standardise the school

systems and take`-on more responsibility for school support. Tax

structure in the ftPI wan also revised so that less monies were available

to municipal authorities! thcmonerflowed into and out through TTPI

coffers. It assumed the privileges of the financial sponsor, by 1964

culminating incomplete assumption Of payment of teachers' salaries and

concomitant-right to hire, transfer, and remove staff. Previously local

authorities bad controlled, or at least been consulted on such matters.

Ibis move, added to. the increasingly Americanised curriculum and

pedagogy, thwarted the integration of school and community which had been

a major source of support in the earlier years. Micronesians now'came to

think of education as a responsibility of the distant imerIcan
authorities, neither structured to their needs nor cognising their

cooperation.

9
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In 1967 the TTPI administration began an expansion of post-elementary

`education on outlying islands, some of'whigh was intended to be

vocational in oriehtation. The mandate of six years universal education

was. eventually extended to eight years, and more and more were students

encouraged to seek 'continued academic training.

nigher education in the Trust territory had been centered at the

Pacific Islands Central School on. Truk, whidh served the entire -1TpI,

initially as a teacherTtraining school-and gradually expanded to a

college-preparatory curriculum. Prom, 1962 -66 the TTPI.also ran a

Micronesian Teacher Education Center at Ponape, specialixing,iktraining

for teaching angliodas a second language.. 'Increasing numberFofTTPI

.
high school graduates sought further studyjat the University of Guam. In

the estly.1970s funds:from federal programs for the -educationally

disadvantaged attracted thousands of Micronesians, with littlewipe

orientation or on-site assistance, toiSawaiian and mainlandU.S. colleges.

School curricula for the TTPI and Guam were adopted primarily from

the California state system, without any adaptation for9the Micronesian

setting. The program was academic, not vocational. Discarded Dick, and

Jane readers, for examtple, were supplemented only very'gradually with

_materials prepared for Micronesian. schools. Peed* cas?" volunteers began

some of this work. It has Wen augmented in recent years by a number of

bilingual,and bicultural education projects and efforts by District

school administrations. The Implications of superimposing a state-side

pedagogy on the islands will be addressed below, when the forms of

interaction in traditional Micronesian learning and group behavior have

been outlined. In recent years, especially as Micronesians have replaced

-Americans in administration and teaching positions, the trend toward

Americanisation through curricilum has been moderated.

Political Change,

These young societies are undergoing a new period of political and

economic transition.' tending before the Congress this spring are

agreements signed by the M.S. and the Trust Territories which will bring

the U.S. Trusteeship to an end. The TPPI,districts have begun or are

beginning governance as the Camsonwealth of the Northern Marianai and the

former TTPI Districts which have, elected for free association with the

U.S.--Selau, the Montalto, and the federated States of Micronesia.

Guamanians, while they have rejected any alteration in their territorial

status, are alio experiencing changed circumstances from declining

militaty revenues, reductions in federal piOgrams, and the emergence of

the four sister states.

Under impetus of. the Solomon Report's argument that the 0.8. should

seek early termination of the Trusteeship in order to secure a new,

permanent relationship with the Micronesian territores, the consultative

Council of Micronesia was granted internal legislative responsibilities

and, as the Congress of Micronesia, in 1965 the parties began exploration
4
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of wane by which the trust territories might achieve some form. of

self-governance. She following decade and a half v,.t by before the

, 'entire Trust territory had voted in referenda on telmition agreements

.end, in the meantime, the Territorial unit-had experienced three

seccessions. The original U.S offer of permanent commonwealth status

was rejected by most districts in 1970.and the delegates, in response,

developed the'idea of free association, modelled on termination

agreements between New Zealand and its. Pacific protectorates.

The Northern Mariana Islands (NMI) District, the,sole region to

approve the commonwealth proposal, applied for separate negotiations in
1972 andsecuree ratification of the agreement and a constitution for the

Commonwealth in 197. Since that time the U.S. has conducted relations

with the NortherniNariepas as a separate political entity. Its populace

are calming of the U.S., with privileges and' bligiations similar to

those familiar from the long-standing oconsonwealth status of Puerto
Pico. -1%, agreasent,celles for continued military installations of

8 foreign policy.

thefedetal principle was at the center of the ngotlations in the

following three years, as the Districtsofillau and the Marshall

Islands, lb view:Of their population ships and economic conditions, grew

increasingly -concesned_about their Status in the future federation.'

Separatist movements in-both distriits,rejected the proposed

constitutions in 197$, while the peoples. of Tap, Truk, and Ponape

Districts approvide

The lattet, reorganised as the four states of Tap, Truk, Ponape, and

'Maras, ratified a Compact for the Federated States of Micronesia (PSM)

in a 1983 plebicite, 70t votingyes.' Their' constitution calls for a

highlevel of State responsibility, for, redistribution of tax revenues to

the state Of origin, and State charters that definelovernmentall-r,,_

structure and the role of traditional leaders in governmental affairs.

The Merited States of Micronesia will receive $1 billion from the U.S.

goverment over the next fifteen years, in return for adherence to

American foreign policy and exclusion of other nations from the region.

The agreement stags that no land!' within the PSN will be requested for

D.S. military use.

The Marshall 1s1 niers drew up and approved a constitution and a

separate compact of tree association. A 1982 plebicite in the.Narshalls

ratified the new nt, but by a far lower majority --SOt. The

peoples impacted the atmospheric atomic tests of the 1940s and 1950s

and landowners from Kwajalein Island. displaced by the Air Force missile

testing range, voted heavily for indebendence.. Atomic reparations were

4100 a major factor in the Marihalls vote; the agreement sets limits and

finalises all claims for damage and injury. The Department of Defense

**tains rights to the Nesjalein Island for SO years as part of the

agreement in,eschaege for federal funds fox economic and social

development mounting to $19.5 million.
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Belauans,also went to the polls in late 1983. They ratified a

constitution and a compact of free association by 62t. They failed,

however, to approve separate provisibn required by the U.S. for

acceptance of the compact agreement which concerns the transhipment of

nuclearequipped weapons through their territory.1. The populace did

approve a controversial provision also coquetted by the-Department of

Defense that offers a lease on approximately one-third of Belauan

territory, to the U.S. for military purposes. The Belauan agreement of

$1 billion in U.S. funds over fifty years thus includes a largo sum for

the alienation of their territory during that period. Because of the

failure to ratify "the- weapons provision -'f the agreement, the

status of the Belau. e pact remains somewhat ambiguous at this time.

During this period Guamanians saw their biltorically relativelyAbore

autonomous relationship with the U.S. eclipsed by the new home-governance

agreements with the TTPI members. Particularly the agreement with the

Comonwealth of the Northern Marianas represented significant advantages

from the perspectives of home governance and ethnic recognition for

Chamcero people over the Guamanian** 1950 Organic Act. However, just as

they had rejected the Northern Marianas* proposals for te-unifification.
°

with Guam, the Cuamanians-declined to approve a home constitution for the ,

island.ln 1979.

All of the MicrOnesian states have experienced revivals of ethnic

.
awareness-and a level 'of regional identity belied by the emergence of

five separate political, entities. she former TTPI members plan to invest

the transitional federal lends in economic and social development

projects that will move them toward overcoming the drastic 20 to 1

imbalance of their imports Over exports.. Through the period of American

administration the TTPI and Guam have become extremely dependent upon

imported products, while failing to develop cash economies which produce.

exportable goods. Sven labor is imported for some types of work. This

is the most important challenge to the region today. Micronesians must

find ways to reconcile the Westernised standards of living that their

people have come to expect with the actual and potential sources of

revenue that they command.

The resources of the Micronesian islands are extremely limited.

There are nb known mineral deposits now that Angaut*s phosphate is

depleted. The limited land mass grows native crops such as taro, yams,

breadfruit, and bananas The most succesiful large scale agricultural

projects were sugariend rice plantations orgnised, by the Japanese. Such

products could not be expected to compete on the world market, however,

due to the high costb of transportation from the islands. Marine

resources have considerable potential,
particularly with the

establishment of 200 -smile exclusive cones. With the exception of Guam

and areas that have been sites for major military installations, the

infrastructure of roads, electrical and water supplies, and housing is

" 4



inadequate. District centers cannot keep up with the demands for
services from those moving to the more urban centers in hope of.
employment in the cash stoonosigr.= At the present time no major
manufacturing or industrial developments exist in the Micronesian
islands. The tinned fish that the islanders consume has often been
caught in their waters, but is shipped to Japan or to Samoa for
processing. Practically' all issnutsoturt4 goods and processed food stuffs
are imported.

Although economic development is just in the planning stages, serious
consideration is being given to fish and food processing plants in
'several areas of the islands. The Sepublic.of lilac, located astride a
major shipping channel aid' home. to a very fine harbor, may become site of
a multi-million dollar marine trans-shipment canter. There-is also the
possibility of additional industrial development, for example, oil
refining.' The greatest potential for the Mariana Islands lies with the
Japanese tourist trade,' already providing a substantial portion of Guam's
income and growing in the Worthern Marianas. Guam has fairly well
developed- tourism facilities and the.= is entering a major construction.
period. Tourism, from Seat Asian and elsewhere, may hold potential for
other Micronesian states as well.

-rot Geese *Northern Marianas, the Matshalls, and Belau the U.S.
military will also play a major role in the economic future. The
Oeperment of Defense holds leases or agreements to lens. in all those
arects#_effeetIng removal of those lands from use by native people, but
also providing employment, both directly and-LiSratitlic--Tho-Importance
of Micronesia as a strategic territory.declined after the Vietnam War,
with reduction of troops andlideferral.of plans tot expansion of.
facilitieti, But events in other parts.of Asian-for instance,
instability is the Philippines-.-ms? bring abbot a renewed emphasis on
Micronesia as the site-for V S. presence in the western Pacific.

Successful transition to economic self-sufficiency will requirr
integrating aspectOoof the westernised cash economy with traditional
subsistence living. Developtient of aanufaotesing and industrial
complexes will b* restricted by the available land, and the fragility of
the environment. Development, even tourism, cannot be permitted to
impinge upon the indigenous subsistence.economy upon which the majority
of Micronesians still depends. Sven workers in the district centers,
earning Wage" ice. the cash economy, still make fishing and gathering a
regular part of tPpir lives.

Mot only material, but human resources are limited in Micronesia. On

a world scale, the peoples of the Micronesian islands are tiny groups.
They total only 2310,040 for the entire regiontogether equivalent to a
medium-wised O.S. City. In order to carry out their development projects
the Japanese imported.messive numbers of their own people and other Mast

Asians as laborers. Ibis practice has recently been 1010.10i. Speakers
of sondlicromesian languages, excluding English, aide up almost 14 of
the total population enumerated in the IOU census. They are



concentrated in Guam and the Northern Marianas, where wok:40re speaking

Philippine languages alone compose 14% of the population. Thus economic

development for the Micronesian area must not be highly labor-intensive,

if -the region is not to be submerged, once again, in a majority of alien

labor.
I i

Some regions--especially Truk and'the Marahalls--have reached

population densities that their land-masses and resources can barely

support. And, everywhere in Micronesia, population is on the rise. The

rapidly increasing populations throughout Micronesia will stretch-the

resources beyond their limits. The former TM states will receive their

United States grants over the next 15 years, With large sums in the

immediate future and declining subsidies as the agreement period

continues. Return to dependence.on the indigenous economy will. not be an

options the lard and water alone cannot support such numbers, even

though Micronesians remain few by world standards. The future of

Micronesia will lie in some combination of Western development and

dependence on traditional
resources, on the goods and services that have

enhanced the lives of the Micronesian people and the materials that form

the basis of their.indigenous ways oflife. The next decade will be a

critical' period.

The integration of Micronesian and American ',Slues, traditional and

cash economies, village and federal political system' is already

beginning to transform Micronesian education.
Leaders, in the

traditional society and in political office, are accutely aware of the

central vole that education must play if social and economic goals are to

------be-attainediasident.
Kennedy's proclamation of the basic role of

education in societal' transformitiOVil-even
more true linAlicronesia -

today, with its rapidly increasing and youthful population. But a

different-future is both hoped for and required than that envisioned in

Washingtoni.D.C., in 1062. -Development plans now being conceived in

Micronesia take full account of the problems, as well as the advantages,

that have accrued through the decades of intensive Americanisation, The

very purpose of education is being re-examined for the Micronesian

context. It must become a system that prepares the young for productive

roles in the hybrid economy and society that Micronesia is moving

toward. Some steps toward MicronesianisatiOn of education have already

begun.

ilducation is the largest industry in Micronesia today. By 1919, over

904 of the-tachers in TTPI classrooms were Micronesians, paralleling the

resumption of Micronesian leadership which had 'taken place in the

political arena. Approximately 41,000 students were enrolled. Taken

together with educational workers, over half of all Micronesians are

involved in formal education on a daily basis. At the end of the 1900a

Trust territory education was absorbing 20% of the gross territorial

product. In addition, the Territory supported' study abroad at the cost

of $13 million.. After termination of the Trust Territory agreements,

federal monk* to the Micronesian states will not be designated.fOr

Specific purposes. Nducational needs will compete with pressing
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requirements for Malt'. and welter' services and critical economic

development projects. Nith.one of.the world's highest birth and

fertility rates, the former Trust Territories and Ouam are expected to

double their population by 1990. It is difficult to foresee how the

increasing student numbers can be met without fundamental redesign,

restructuring, and reorientation of the educational Systems. Micronesian

planners show every evidence of commitment to attack this basic.

goVernmental and social issue, and have' called on expertise not from

educational planners, but from corporate planners and social scientists,

particularly ethnographers, in order.to design an, ducational sytes that

meets the changing needs of self -goitternintiMicronesia.

lassonesian Cultures,
0

The American Microneiiian islands lie among other major west Pacific

island chains with whose populations they have long and direct

relationships. Mare Austronesian., the seafaring people who stretch

acre.. the Pacific from Somali, Tahiti, and Easter Island to Indonesia,

Malaysia, land even to Madagascar.

The residents of the southern Ponape State atolls of Rapingamarangi

and Manor° are Polynesians, more closely related to Samoans and other

control and eastein Pacific peoples that to their northern neighbors.

They present a clear link between the affiliated Polynesian and

Micronesian. cultures. .

At the western end of American Micronesia, the Chamorros, indigenous

-----Velidentsof-the-ilatians_islands, and the Selauans represent a distinct

branch of the Austronesian family. They are -associated,

not with other Mictonesians, but with the Philippines and Indonesia.

The Marianms" distinctiveness has been reinforced by.the Chamorros'

early colonisation and Christianisation. Over two bandied years before

the other Micronesian Islands experienced intimate contact with

Europeans, the Chamorros veto host to Spanish miss$ohaties and. imperial

governor.. This e.prience is reflected in their culture and their

language today. Outing the next centuries, the Chamorros intermarried.

with the Spanish and theinxican and Philippine workers whom the empire

lipOrted," incorpc4sting SOO Spanish vocabulary into their language. In

the nineteenth century, they were joined on the Northern. Mariana Islands

by Carolinian settlers from Truk and Ponape. Today the Carolinians form

a minority of 2St of the population of the *Morn Mariana Islands.

The Selman also descend through the Western branch of Austronesian,

historically associated with the Chamorros and the Philippines. Unlike

the Marian* Islanders,. thcflianot undergo a long period of

lispanfcisation and cultural integration. Oils the Delman' are very

like. their Carolinian neighbors in.their subsistence agricultural and

fishing and communal willsge structure, their customs for personal

behavior distinguish. them from neighboring Micronesian peoples.
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The Tapes'. are only remotely related to any other groups which

settled Micronesia" They have no known kindred in the entire Pacific

area. In their social and political relations, as well as their

language, the Yapese area distinct and unique people.

All other groups in Micronesia are close* related, linguistically

and culturally. The southern islands of the-Western Carolines, the

Eastern Carolines, and the Marshal's (and also the Gilbert and Ellice

Islands to the southeast) are all inhabited by peoples who were,

historically, a Single ethnic group.. Over 2,000 years residence in the

scattered islands have created differences in language, 'culture, and

custom. Island living did not mean isolation, however. toe expert

seamanship which brought the people to the islands also served to

maintain trading, warring, and marriage exchanges among different

groups. Tetley the 'core Micronesian' languages are distinct, and only a

few an mutually intelligible. They constitute ',continuum of laAguages,

each most like its immediate neighbors, reflecting increasing contact

with the Polynesian pimple* in the south and east.'. -

figure I (nest Pagel illustrates the relatedness of the languages of

American Micronesia. Note that these genetic alsoclations only partially

parallel the political divisions in Micronesia today. There are

separate, predominantly Chamorro, states in Guam and the Northern

Marianas. The other Western Austronesian people has elected autonomy as

the Republic of Mau, although the southern Belau& atolls' are inhabited

by Mictonisian speakers.. Yap is the center of state of the PON. It,

too, is peopled by Micronesian speakers in its scothern\region.

Micronesian languages remain actively spoken today, an index of the

cultural retentiveness of theft people. Aided by the remoteness of their

island locations, even langiages'Oith very small- groups of speakers have

sustained their distinctiveness. (Table IV, in the section Education

and Language,' below, details' language data from the 1980 U.S. Census.)

Guam is the only district in which English hal made major inroads in home

language use. This reflects the intensive Americanisation of the island

through military preeonce, is well as the far longer history of English

language schooling - on the.: island. The 1980 Census found no significant

difference between TTPI children and adults in use of English, an

indication that Micronesians will continue to come to schools as, speakers

of other languages will require ESL and native language materials. .

Analysis of r.latedness by religion suggests the colonisation history

of the islands. All the Micronesian peoples have been converted to

Christianity. Howeverpin many areas the missionary effort was not begun

until the latter nineteenth century. The western areas 'rept:dominantly

Mosso Catholicefollowing from the very early Spanish presence in the

Marianas who attended their missions to Pilau and Tap in the nineteenth

century. Perth,' Catholic attempts to proselytise in the Carolinas and

the Marshalls met with resistance, sometimes violent, from peoples

recentlyiebristianised through outreach from Protestant missionary

societiesin the Esited States. Denominational bifurcation has sometimes

18 18
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affected Intra#Micronesian relations and .has also been reflected in

institutionalised...education in the area. As elsewhere in the world, the

Catholic missionaries to Micrdiesia were relatively accepting of

native -language schooling, a practice that continued in the Marianas

until this centugy. Some of the Protestant groups conducted

native...language literacy efforts; others taught English for Bible reading..

Mural Micronesians participate.in a fishing and farming/gathering

susbistence economy, a. way of. life that enables easy procurement of

essential foods - -through cultivation and gathering of indigenous species

of vegetables and fruits and lagoon fishing. The Micronesians, with a

mild climate and' immediately and. easily available - -though limited7 -food .

suPPliess.did not require sophisticated, or even permanent, shelters or

clothing. Material, accumulation does not characterise any of their

traditionel-societiess Simple tools sufficed to catch and prepare'marine

loodstuffs. The leisure that- characterised Micronesian village life was. ,

turned to practice ofcrafts and development-of highly ritualised social

.structures, particularly articulated in the frequent and elaborate

feasting that is a.centaar feature of life in many areas even today.

feasts were opportunities for demonstrating respect for the leaders and

achieiiing status throughthe worthiness' of one's contributions. They

constituped an opportunity to exchange wealth with donations accruing to

the leaderst.but-also represented leaders' acceptance of obligations.to

assure the welfare .of Umrcemmunity of donors. In-nativelMicrOnesian

---artIellde structure wealth is collectively, rather than individually,

helti---tlaterial goods are few, resources and labor are shared. Major

coMmunitf-meeds; for example, large boats, are .met by gathering the

entire worktoiiiii-sto_perticipate in the task. Landholding practices

varied among the Microtignian cultures, sometimes held by the chiefs only,

sometimes by the village colleirtively,Land sometimes granted for lifetime

to an individual or a specific family. Regatdlees of the land tenure

customs, the concOtef-sale or alienation of land-4Waot exist.

Within the restrictive confines of the small island communities

residents developed patterns of behavior that reduced direct

confrontation slid, piguitt401 harmonious living together. The Micronesians

are well-known for avoidance of confrontation and disagreement, for

indirect modes of interacting, for'the high value that they plade on face

and dignity. :ail , the specific behaviors and their relative

articulation vary from cultute.to. culture, putting oneself forward,

directly challenging or demeaning another, and disturbance of consensus

are generally negatively valued.

The pre - contact societies were by no means amicable neighbors with

congruent values and &abalone. In the Caroline. and the Marshalls

inter-island and inter- village warfare was common. The introduction of

firearms greatly expanded the destructiveness of)endemic raiding and

'revenge patterns, which theretofore had often been resolved without loss

of life and sometimes through purely non-violent ritual restitution of

the balance of power. A will-rem enbered positive outcome of the German

administration in the western Wanness was prohibition of such warfare.
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The coming of thellesternere ofidn altered the native cultures

irrevocably. 'lactic. of native religions was attacked directly, other

ciitical cultural practices, were circumsctibed or prohibited.' ;n many

cases prevailing social relations at the time of thp takeover were

mistakenly construed as **floral conditions and reinforced in ways that

violated the indigenous system. *sr new governors relied on alliances

-with of control of leaders most prominent at a particular time and place,

wha they assumed to be. -by analogy with European monatchsperaanent
ch of-the :fluidity and egalitarianism that

.characterised leadership patterns in Micronesia was thus 'eliminated.

Investing selected leaders with newly introduced material goods also

.destroyed the balance of mutuality of privilege and obligations-which had

benefited; both nobles and commoners. As time has.gone on, more permanent

fOrms'of.wealth baveebegun to teplace the perishable goods and personal

services tbatcharacterised earlier forms of exchange, and the sense of

communal responsibility on the part of chiefs has declined along.iith the

willingness of commoners to share their possesions.

Many native practices stood in sharp-contrast to the expectations of

the colonialists;, Westernand. Japanese - -values concerning
the

accumulation of capital, the moral imperative to work as bard as

possible, and Americanoralues concerning equality and egalitarianism and,

decisfon by &bete and by vote- were at *obvious odds with the deeply held

Micronesian sense of self ant clan and indigenous standards_ for

individual and group behavior.'

The perngtaphs below examine specific aspects of Micronesian

traditionsil life as it is manifested in the individual island cultures.

* They focus on topics that have direct implications for educational.

planning: political sttuctutess economic systems, practices and

attitudes towatd socialisation and soles for young peoples interactional

behavior and expectations for self-presentations an experience of and

reactions to outside intervention.

The Federated States of Micronesia

The three former Trust Territory Districts of Tap, Truk, and Ponape

have elected to dorm a tederatiOn of four states, reorganised as Tape,

Truk, Ponape, and Roam *sabot their district capitals has been a

center of administration and education-for some time and is 'a meeting

.

ground for the more sidulated members of the societies. Sete
,

as

_everywhere in Micronesia, the areas more 'distant from the ce*ters

represent more intact native dualities, although the'cash economy has

spilled over into the most groat* villages tosome extent. The SEM

'constitution grants considerable autonomy to the member states, smelled

'which has written its ova Charter to reflect the culturally unique

itlons and aspirations of its citizens., the high regard of the PIN

t states for their traditional life ways is indicated in the federal

cons tutionesprovisioa that expressly permits appointment of chiefs to

t jobs -- prohibited under IST: administrationand authorises the

establi, t.ct a chiefly couacil,to advise the popularly-elected

to 21.



federal legislature. Concern that the more populous states, Truknd
Ponape, would dominate the federation was eitigatedby the provision that

each state elect one delegate-at-large to the legislature frog among whom

the president and vice-president must be selected.

Pons a State is hbme to the only Polynesian peoples in American

ificrones a, on the atolls of Nekuoro and lapingamatangi., Both of these

_societies_pisotAce Polynesian. customs (more familiar from Samoa),

including the tradition,, of dual chieftanship--a remote, restrained, often

silent head who uses asecond chief as his orator and interface with the .,

common people. This dichotomy is a representation of a cultural polarity

of adulthood/Controlled behavior/Consensus/quiet/harmony with'childhood/

emotionality/Conflict/animation. Children in these societies are

expected to acquire the positive behaviors'as they grow older, and are

not regarded-as possessing.wisdam of any value until they have achieved

them. Male and female voleipatterns are very distinct.

While the dual chief structure is .often thought of. as distinctly

Polynesian, Micronesians in tharet evidence it as well. The

predominant island in the State ii Ponape itself, the location of the

Stati and federal capital,'Woloniso, and the dual-chief structure is

present in.all five of its'olans. While the inhabitants of the other

Ponapean Mgatik, and Pingelap--are closely related and

their languages- nearly'mutually Ponapean, the

map-islanders.regard themselves as a distinct people, Traditional

Ponapean biota:taxer* lead by a pair of chiefs khown'as the Wemwarki

and hii orator, the Wanken. The societies were stre.cified into

or/menus, nobility, and chiefs, with each group having obligations to

the others that together side up a symbiotic system for meeting the needs

of the population& Decilions were made by'apparent consensus. The

Nankin acted as the leader of discussion, while individual views were

felt out, so that no:opposition was ever expressed-publican'', yet all .

opinions were solicited in !taking the decision. It has been very

difficult for Positrons to accept open debate and voting as a polite and

non-confrontational method of deciaionmaking. The Wamwarki.wire

appointed magistrates by the Geroafts, a practice. continued by the
0 ,

Japanese'. The Americans, however, separated the civil and cultural

realms, apPointing non- chiefs al the local governmental representatives.

fhis.dooMsionhas'Perhaps enhanced,, rather than dimiiished, Namwarki

authority, since it left the realm of tradition and moral beptvior to

their purview. While the sacredness once attached to the chiefs has

disappeared, especiallyin.more 'urbanised areas, they maintain authority

over the feasting system and the granting of titles. from a kingly

origiq, aatherly role his developedvtraditional chiefs are especially

sought out to 0401,01. clan conflicts. In- recent years the'granting of

titles has increased as educated and successful commoners express their '

respect for the trarlitiOnal social system by seeking access to a rank and

soliciting iliVOL,Ot the chiefs. Status, once largely a factor, of birth,

now tend' WI* ascribed, based on demonstrated achievement in education,

politics, otbusinessi 1
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The relative integrity of the traditional authoritritructure
reflects Ponapeahe resistence to foreign influence. Spanish

missionarieewere expelled violently, most regarded'thaJapanesg as
invaders from whom the 'Unarming welcomed release by the American

troops. The Serum administration Undertook a land reform that removed :

"lands:froa chiefly control and granted-them to individual owners. This

was.regarded.bpsome:as_a_positive move, since population decimation had
left many lands vacant ande.through acquisition olland, new lineages

were begun. The American administration restored traditional animal
land ownership, a very welcome move after confilcation of both lands and
laborers by the Japanese.

Unlike some of the areas in Micronesia, Ponape is highly suited to 1

agriculture and More of the populace are engaged in farming than

slaver*. Dreadfruit and yams are traditional foods, with yams playing a
very important function as ritual gifts. With marine life to pupplement
these crops the Poiapeans can live easily off the land andser. In the

territories outside the capital area -yams are still regarded as more

important than money. Pompeii& identify themselves as a yam-growing
people and maintain a strong affirmative orientation to rural life, even °

when no longer engaged inistming.i Ponape:Island, particularly, has the-

potential to support a larger popUlation. Agricultural production
organised through traditional coinunity structures and farmed

collectively holds considerable promise for Ponapi. Still the importance

of the money scow* his grown, with at least one member of most families

4
participating in.wageigarning. 7,01mont one-quarter of Ponape's 22,000

residents live,in Solonia. Thrtgovernment'. growth in the past decades

has encroukaged urban migration, particularly by the more educated.

Education is bighly regarded as_the key to advancement economically and,

ultimately, socially. As Ponape reorients its economy toward
selfsuffictiencyit will have to .create new employment to sustain a large

portion of its people in- non-fatming capacities, as well as enhance its

agriOultural production.
/a

Traditional Poneapean society,, like other pre-literate societies, did

not conceive Of education separate from daily life. Attitudes that will,.

reveal the. incOngivencebeween Poneapean culture and American-style

schooling can be-discerned from childrearing practices and ideas about

children and.maturation. Learning in Ponape was very like other forms of

public behaVior. In'POnspe culture Modesty is the rule. One does not .

assert oneself, particularly when there is the possibility of being

&stridden or of failing. Thus Ponapsan children quietly obt'vrve adult

work and undertake attempts privately, only exercising' the skills before

others when:they are fully, mastered. Dor is praise or even

acknowledgement of the achievement be impacted. Decorum requires that

persons are pdblically modest about their. accomplishments and will

observe others' suOcesseseliut not comment upon them. this modesty can

extend to denjing that one eveihas skills or knowledge, a practice that

has made it difncult 'Sot Ponspeans to compete in a capitalistic job

market, Many jobs in Nolonia are held by outsides, e.g., Japanese and

Selauans, who are less unwilling to declare themselves qualified.)
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Poneapean cultdre is organised around respect for elders and the

concept that wisdom accrues with. age. Young people are gradually

introduced to their-responsibilities to their families and communities,

begining with discrete tasks such as assisting in basketry and helping

with cultivation. Even toddlers participate in the work of the family.

By the age of ten boys may-be given a:small plot of their own land to

work. They will cultivate it without adult supervision or intervention,

bringing forth the.fruits of theirlabore as soon as they are

-successful. Failure to produce a crop would not be criticised; success

only quietly acknowledged. Girls learn the requisite skills for

household maintenance and childrearing in a similar gradual fashion. At

young ages they are responsible for general supervision of their younger

siblings and-cousins. Children are granted more responsibility as they

express the desire to have more status-bearing work.. They carefully

observe older children's and adults' behavior and move to assume it as

soon as they feet ready.

Rosh's-State was a part of the District of Ponape during the TTPi

administration. It people are linguistically distinct, but culturally

closely related.` The resources in the State are quite limited-and the

Sosraeans, more than any other Micronesians, have looked to thehigh seas

for %emplopient.. Soiree has experienced relatively high migration-to

urban centers; 2,000 of its 5,500 inhabitants live in the capital, Lein.

Little.subsistence farming is or can be practiced. -Sosraeans have

generally welcomed American presence and the new social and economic

system. They are regarded by many as the most progress-oriented of the

ISM peoples.

While little historical research has been conducted in Zoom, it

appears that the area was a single kingdom at the time of European

contact. Mather than the tolynesien,dual-chief system, the Sosraeans

followed a single leader. The Sosrikans readily adopted the new religion

brought by nineteenth century Protestant missionaries from the Bolton

Missionary Society, adapting it to fit with their traditional religious

beliefs and social structure. The missionaries participated in

over-throw of the reigning king and took on central political roles. The

church plays a major role in Rosman life and is a source of prestige

that has only recently been seriously challenged by the growing desire to

accumulate material wealth.

'Like other Micronesian societies, the Sosraeans have traditionally

held their goods in common, valuing generosity and sharing within the

extended fiddly. The capitalist ethic ofapersonal ownership conflicts

directly with this tradition of sharing all goods with the community and

has created considerable stress among them. The traditional extended

Wily is still maintained as the-primary unit, with wage earners as well

as farmers and fifbers sharing their incomes among large number of

telntives, rather than investing saving or profits to enlarge the base

of the new. economy.

Rosraeans place adulthood at a later age than Westerners. The

informal learning period extends well into the thirties, when skills and
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social behaviors are considered sufficient for entry into full public

responsibilities. Activities in the traditional culture are stratified

not only by age but by sex. Iamman's behavior, work, and lives are kept

qu distinct from sieve's.

Truk State, the most populous of the ISM states, has the highest
population density in American Micronesia (765 per square mile). It
experienced ocubnidereble naval development during the Japanese period,

but the past, forty years, have seen increasing population without

ooncommitent development of economic opportunity. The Treks*. have been
relatively accepting of ,aspects of the .new life ways introduced by the
Germans, Japanese, and Americans.. In part this nay stem form the fact
that the traditional subsistence economy was not sufficient to sustain
their populition. Thus premises of plenty through development, wage
labor, or education were welcome. Trukese cooperativeness may also__
represent an extension to foreigners of their willingness to egree'with a

forcefully presented ..argument, rather than act -eonfrontationally,

especially when failure to prevail will resultin lots of face.

Trukese belie welcomed American education, for women as well as men.

gowever, the economy has not responded with opportunities for the

educated population. *my:MO school graduates-ere-unemployed. In the

&fide follOwing 1965 over 1,600 Trukese_graduated from high school to

Seek employment in the tiny cash economy. Twe4.hirds'of these young

people managed to find work, over three-quarters of them engaged by the

Ai
government. The remaining 500,unemployed ye bed to take up the.

traditional lifeweys for which their se ling and absenecfrom home

.during the tursetive yews have. not se red.them. -Many educated young

Trukese are returningito their home islands to attempt getting by with

tredit*pnel subsistence gatherintand-farsing-and fishing, but some live

on the- fringes of the urban centers, especially the capital, leen.

Despite liiitna prospects, few Waken migrate or remain abroad after

college. Three- quarters of students from the outer island of Etal, for

example, expressed a desire to remain home, but the vast majority stated
cleat-reluctance-to--the--traditional subsistence. way of life. Nor can the

land support,thelncreasing population in the traditional economy.

Veer of hunger has long been factor in Trukese social life. Some

observerebelieve it has played a part in the occasional reluctance of

Trukese to assume leadership roles and tbe responsibilities for general

Welfare that Vase titles entail. Traditional Itukttpe leadership

structure is the loosest in any of the Micronesian territories. The

political snits were very small, often encompassing a single settlement.

Competition for scarce resources led frequently to open conflict among

groups, a pattern that led the German colonial administration to clamp

down on warfare. The three main responsibilities of a Trukese leader
have traditionally been, to maintain and pass on the esoteric knowledge of
the group regarding warfare, status, and leadership roles, to organise
work parties for oommunity undertakings such construction and deep-sea
fishing, and to arbitrate disputes. Ahem responsibilities were

sometimes vested in I si*gle leader, sometimes distributed snooty two or
three individuals. The Coldest male in any of the larger landowning .
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families might be selected for the,chipfhoodi in. recent years ithes been

difficult for some communities to find a person willing to take on the

job.

The role.of leader alse-places.a Trukese inn a stressfial perional

situation,-particularly es arbiter of disputes. _The Trukese are .

particularly reluctant, even when compared to other. Micronesiansuto .

participetein confrontational situations. It is not surprising that

societies so dependent upon maximum exploitation and equitable

distribution of very limited resources would emphasize.interpersonal-

harmny as a basic social principle. In meetingc,lbsy are not expected

to contradict the chief or one another. Polpeness and acceptance of

consensus decisiohs is'i critical feature of appropriate social behavior

and loss of status through espousing s minority view is very serious as a

social controlneChanism. Conflict is Obannelled into indirect behaviors

such as private gossip -and public avoidance.

The Trukesi highly value age and decorum= the 'responsible positions

awarded the educated young in .recent years.have pialed.great stress on

the relations between. old and pungo-traditional and modern.life ways.

The first three 'decades Of Wilms not intended, in nukes'. culture, to

be dedicated to heavy responsibility,, such as 00001 life requires.

Rather, they were a periodfor casual living and informal preparation for

the family and community. leadership rolesrof later adulthood,.

i

Traditienal Truk*** culture was highly sex-sep tea. Fathers wears

considered tp more nurturant parent; supportive of the ildren, -While'.

the mothers acted correctively or. indifferently. Men provide most of the

vegetabl foodstuff through their farming; women 'supply marine foods

caught n the reefs, contrasting with sex tole assignments elsewhere Mcp44'tsk

Mier sic. There was no formal training* girls, they learned the

necessary skills and crafts through the observation of Older women, much

as in Ponape. Basic skills for. boys were also transmittiCin this

indirect fashion. Selected young men, however, were gieenldirect

instruction in the more esoteric lore of the community by the chiefs:

Clan lore, myth, history, and ways of war were passed on to potential

leaders in oral instruction. Some speculate that this instructional '-

system formed a bridge to the formal educational oysters' instituted.by,

the colonials. ,

i

Tap State, is generally considered to maintain the strongest

traditionalist orientation among the Micronesian regions: The Tap'Stat;

Charter demonstrates the continuing respect for the native political and

social system by granting the traditional chiefs veto power over

legislative and .judicial decisions which affect native custom. The two

distinct councils, the lemol, made up of outer-ialand chiefs, and .the.

Pilling, of chiefs from Tap, reprusent.continuatin,of-inter-island'

differences that go deep into the culture. .4,

The outer islands of Tap State are populated by peoples closely

related to the other Carolinians, especially-to the other residents of
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Southern atolls. They speak languages that are affiliated with, and in

some cases mutuallf intelligible with, their neighbors in southern

Malay, Their cultural ways are also similar.

The Tapise-themselves, however, are Only very remotely related'

historically and linguistically with other Micronesians. Tapese is an

:neolate languages a member of the Austionsaian family lacking any

clear .afiliation aconsidered to have diverged from the. original

Austionelianspeakingpeople at a very early time in history. While, the-

Tapes. .are Ilicronesianlike in'many of their. ;Jimmy*, values, and

belief., their Social structure and cultural conservatism distinguish

than from thin. neighbors.

The Yapese had.developed a highlt-statified political system,

vestagiiirof which structure inter-island and interpersOnal, relations

today. The Tap 'island'group.functioned as center and
heed of a pyramidal

politioal-and sociel-system encompassing islands in the entice area.

glithi, for example, gat Connected with the !repose chiefs through

heirstohial relationa.of,obtigation. Wolei, in its turn, owed : fealty to

elithif Within each island chieftains were also ranked. This complex'

"ayetem'of.-ssinding-Obligations-ent-decending_respongibilities,
s marked

,by superior*,

a
right'to demand rods and labor when required a

comonete right-to protection and subsistence.* In times of food

shortage, higher chiefs provided for the villages under their oversight.

'Generous tribute, ibtellastriefes and military success all .provided

Avenues for advanceisent.

After domination by the Germans and the Japanese, this system of

1"%reciprocil relations became
'boson into what was less a feudal than

canto systak The Japanese, for example, forbade the traditional

laborat cetemoniis for phichthe upper classis conscripted labor,

nillifying not only "the chiefs' rights, but their opportunity .to incur

responaibilitfrg. The biarican administration's
practice of employing

higher casts persons in inivernsent and territorial leadership positions

perpetuated the system. Until 1969 the District legislature for Tap was

elected clay by residents of the main .ialandsr outerislanders did not

have -the right .to vote for the advisory council.
Sven today, it is

'sometimes difficult for a teacher from one of the outerislands to

establish properfiespect ergo main-island pupils.

The cultural construct underlying Yapese social structure is based on

.a polarity.of purity and pollution that pervades many aspects-of

Like other Carolinians,. the Yapese negatively
value youthful exhuberance

and sgreseive behavior, and respect age and socially controlled
behavior. Chiefly person. are expected to sustain careful and quiet

descanOrs. is in neigliborifig Truk, full adulthood and integration of

appropriate behaviate and responsibilktien is not presumed before middle

age. lapel* sotto* So thus highly stratified by age, with respect and

knowledge attributed to thee* who have accrued ability and control with
age. Older adults' rionocic dependence on thebeducated younger

generations is highly stressful.
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yaws society is also stratified by gender. Work and most other

group activities and even residence are often separate for men and women;

coeducational classrooms can present difficulties for Tapes.,

particularly it boys are expected to perform tasks they are unsure of in

'frOnt of girls: Statue for women does not come until after the

child-bearin, yeassk.'

Traditional Tepees *dans would rawly engage in physical egression

against a family or comfunity member. SY eight or nine children have .

been taught that practice of physical egression is punishable and a

source of shame. Conflicts ere resolved privately and without recourse

to a legal code. Ridicule is a very serious punishment. The Western

notions of punishment by. 4 public system and rule by writlan.law are

highly alien to l'apesec

O

ender the' Japanese administration Tap, was fairly important as a

strategic ices Snd sole infrastructure was developed. Littlesconomic

development has.takehylace under the TrPI administration, however, and

most lapels 'ate depfndent upon subsistence agriculture, conducted by the

women, and fishing', the, responsibility of men. This is especially true

in the outer &toilet in the Colonia. considerable numbers of educated

Tom are seployeld,in-service industries or the government bureaucracy.

. .

The Marshall Islands

The Marshalls cOmpriie two rthwest-to-southeast island chains which

make girths northern section of a large arch':.,71go extending through the

Silbert and *niche Islands to Samoa. Popultr.lo tends to be concentrated

in the-southern merehalle, which provide a'rs.i.nr environment for

agriculture. The Marshallese maintain close :s,lations with their

non-American neighbors to the south, some regularly seeking marriange

partners in affiliatedlilbettese islands.

Their language and cultural patterns are similar to those of the

eastern Caroline*. With their Gilbert Island neighbors, the Marshallese

sake op the eastarnmost settlements by the "core Micronesian peoples.

The Marshall Islands 10 s monolingual territory; the 1900 census found

just a few hundred Marshilleae who claimed English as their primary

language and '& hundred adult Gilbertese-speakers. In addition there are

small groups of alien laborers-411oronesian and non-Micronesian.

The U.S. maintains considerable presence in the Marsh/111s and will

continue to do farandole the compact of free association. in the mein,

the Marshallese marl the American military presence with equanimity,

and the new Self-government will depend heavily oh revenues from the

leasing of Ihnieleie Island to the O.S. Air Tom. Some groups, however,

especially the displaced Ilvajalein Islanders and the atomic testing ,

refugees from Mini and inewetak and the secondarily affected atolls of

Songelap and Vtitik, voted. heavily for independence in the recent

political status referendum. The issues of future direction for ethe
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islands and moons for progress toward financial self-sufficiency will

Icon large in *reboil* planning in the coming years.

The Matshallese appear to be culturally adaptive, .adjuiting their
traditional beliefs and Memo to changing conditions under a series of

external regimes. Mo lidayse, tot example, have followed the calendar and

religion of 'soh succeedingcolonial .government. At oorerliiiwever, they

have sustaiied.their .native 'culture perhaps sore effectively than less

Ilexible"peoples. Thi-Nershallese tre'Siicond only to the Yapese in the

authority :their. new-host 'government grants to traditional chiefs. The

Constitution4or thS Marshall ',lends calls for a chiefly council of

1,00 which. While itdoes not Save. final say on legislation, may review.

all legislation and, if it deems a bill ,a threat, to customary law,

traditional ptactices, or 'land tenure, denand reconsideration and a

second' vote.- lkicsuse,..land tenure issues figure'prosinently in
Marshallese politic, the council, carrying the weight of eldest'

.oPieleetsetlolete significant role in political life. Traditional

:Thrithallese society was 'organised into nobles and comoners, with all
land' bald by..twolaralOuitt-chiefs who granted property to the lesser .

'nobles tor their ocimiunities''usi. Grantees returned goods to their

superior. in -exching.:for rights to the land. While this system has

broken down to miss extent. it is sill the context in Which discussions

of property tightsind.personal. privilege are conducted.-

Silt Marshallese ate 'still particironts.in the subsistence economy, .

even those in the, urban areas. stores supplement food prodisced by the

'people themselves and processed in traditional ways. The traditional

economy is:bseed.on lagoon .fishing, coconuts,"pandinus, taro, and the

piste:rod crope,..breildfruit. Copra is the 'only food product that has been

comercialised..

The iiershallse have adopted aspects of their overlords' ceremonial

practical, as well as the Christian religion. The Marshall. were among°

the: earlier targets of --ameriess Protestant linsionery eftrirte. Siginning

in 'the 1550scIliesiosis were .established with .efforts centered at Major°,

now the capital. 'Mr the 1030$' on the liershalli were visited by whaling

ships and the port of Saluit developed into a stopover and tecoaling

Station. My the 161101- the Gerialuilulditablisbed hegemony over the

Marshall. and were actively involved in a well-organised copra trade

system: This wee one of the 'most Successful ! agricultural export ventures

in Micronesia. The Merions relied on Selected chiefs as their contacts

and administretots, thus elevating certain individuals and sigidifying

the political strut:tut., The Arum* period saw intensive ,fortification

of the liarshalls, the western outpost of their Micronesian protectorate.

Ito "pawn also introduced a separate, civilian administration that

served to. underaine-traditionaksOcial structure.

The early.imaricanyears.Saw continued intensive silitarisation'Of

the Marshall,. first they were sled as a base for continuing the war

against, Japan. Chen: in the late 11140s and tbs'1050s the region became

the ILL' test site for above-ground atcsic.blaste. Areas of the
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Marshall* were rendered uninhabitable through these explosions and their

-munitions displaced to others areas within the Marshall.. The O.S.

:continues to use the 'Marshalls as a test area for advanced weapons, most

notably'out of the ballistic mita* testing range in Rwajalein.

Inhabitants of that island have been removed to adjoining atolls and

they, And several thousand:Others, ativ employed in support services for

the air base,

The MarshalllsnAds have the youngest median age in American

Rigronesia,:14.6' years.' ail* their population has not increased as

dramatically46:the4ast:deeade.as:haveother
Micronesian states

of .21.40), it CM be expected to rise quickly in the coning

Iducationlacnot 'been developed. in the Marshalle as extensively

sivin 'other parts*-Micronesia,-in pert :because the military

juristitationller portions.ce.the,islands-precluded expansion of

scheolingHby civilian Anitticans such*. the Peace Corps efforts in the

.1he:American administration did seek to establish

Matshirerstaffed".obiole on all major atoll.. AU Marshallese value

multi on;of English 41.a.toute to employment -in the largely-American

cash 'sector .cod economy* but are not highly education - oriented. am,

for exanple4Abe.1.1.0ans. Many adults, especially in "the urban areas,

atelitaitatcin-Marshallese, a resulted recent schooling efforts and

eidet.siselmm4wegressIor teaching Bible reading. Idueptional

planning in thellarehalls will require both shorter.tera *venation of

Abn'outrent economy' tiedto American presence, and *study of the longer

tere'general:desires of the Marshallese people for traditional and

*stern rityleroof

The Republic of seIeu

The Republic of ielau (written 'Palau" before a recent orthographic

reform) lies at the western end of the Caroline Islands, enacepassing a

numbeeof outep,islands inhabited h,peoples closely related to the Tap

State outer-islanders, andkthe central Belau island group* whose

indigenous inhabitants stevlike the Chamorros, Mister. Austronesian.,

linguistically Mot in the Micronesian group. Onlik* the Chamorros,

-however,' Oilauens did not **patience early lutopeanliegemony. Their

.-culture is thus more intaot than the highly Mispanicised Mariana

culture* The custom and-language of.the southern islands ire very like

their atoll neighbots across the Caroline., but thi Menuans themselves

differ culturally Ito,. other Carolinians.

when competed with the cultural system that stresses outer harmony

and consensus that charactmtises the "core Micronesian" peoples of

Souse, Ponape, Itek and the Starshalle, and the southern atolls in the

Republic, the Seisms are relatively less'in-turned, conforming, and

non- competitive. in traditional olsuan society material wealth, and the

manipulation of communal wealth, were metes to power and prestige.

These customs are continued today, now money as well as goods are

exchanged among large kinship networks on a wide variety of occasions.
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Wanes have been relatively open to change and have seen advantage i

in the new systems of manhood power that the succeeding colonial and /

/

proteetorate regimesiove. 'dieted. .In many ways, however, they have

sustained continuity with t it traditions. While Spanish.miesionaries //

Christieniseirthe.area in'th 1100s, they did not greatly affect the

local social" structure. Thellelauans:adopted Catholicism, but maintained /

espects.04.theit'own belief, Structure along with the new creed. _ /

Invocation :et traditional mag cris.still common, for example, in electiomd

/7campaigns. -The Germans and.-. en.even.grepter extent the Japanese,.

Vas introdomedyankuider the isms*, extensive-industrial development,
brought with them the means fo transformation. Wage employment

eepeoielly-at'thelort'of ler . Pot Solemn. the :spines* period was

one of relative prosperity.-: They benefitted significantly from the
'territorial- vocational arts school at Rotor and began .to take on

enploymentoutsidethoWown islands.
.

,

]Although !claw glittered lack'ottconomic development under American

4dministrationglust as 'otheuregions Of Micronesia. the port. ficilities

may soon develop into islesjor Western Pacific transhipment and perhaps

"energy tefinfOg center. Selauls financial future is relatively

promising.- weleuens.have ileobeen'adaptable as workers.' They are

seployed in a wider -range of occupations.than,other Micronesians.

including blue .dollar jobs. Tiny have migrated to participate -in the

cashiconemies4f other Mictonesian territories, appearing in notidable

numbers in ther1000angusge census in Guam, the Worthere Marianas, and

Tap (see Table lit,46.thesection'on ',Language and Sducition," below).

As emigrants thelela0ans remain iloge-kstit. and continue to engage in

celebration and itchange'with-their traditional communities. In fact,

t" to level-of ritual'ind obligatory family exchange is thought by some to

hindeSelaa's economic. development, since it precludes individuals from

accumOlating the private capital that is necessity for successful

business ventures..
.

. ,

in the pre- contact period. the Selauan political system was. relatively

decentralised, with argreat deal of responsibility and tutonomy exercised

at the Vcaskunity or village level. Chiefs led with the consent 'and

support of aLocincil otos/0416ms. This organisation continues"

prevail in Immo politics. Successful careers in' elective off ite are

based on participation in'villagelevel affairs, respectful attention to

the opinions of communIty eldets, and participation 40 ritual exchange.,

Securing the Supported! one,s'kinsmen-44 large number.in the Selauan.

family system...is:critical to electoral victory. The Selman. could, and

occasionallydid, move their chiefs by vote of the villagecouncil.

The Selauan Constitution reflects this practice.in the right tolecall

'all elected'officialso legislative and executive.' /

,Selau has experieaced'several important educational experiments.

inch has been superlmposidl taloa Andigenoes learning and/teaching

practices that were well developed, quite formal systole of education.

Seth boys and girls were organised into village club through Which'

they leaned sox-appropriate skills and behavior. The system for boys

00



was.more fully developed; each bays' group had its own clubhouse. As

groups boys were instruated in hunting, fishing, and carpantryt girls in

food preparation, cultivation of.vegetables, and childcare. Appropriate

social behavior was also learned, with group loyalty, fealty to the

leaders, respect for elders, and communal responsibility the predominant

values. The boys' clubs also performed tasks that required larger pools

of labor, thus learning their responsibilities for larger community

welfare. Projects were often takoh.on as competitions among boys'

clubs. Selauan.society had a number of specialised areas of

expertise-- medicine, lore of nature and the gods, sagii, construction of

particular items requiring great skill, politics for which selected

individuals received direct instruction.

*Spanish and subsequent aermai regimes undertook little that affected

native education. The Japanese, however, took socialisation of the

colonial twig as a basic duty. The Japanese regime imposed universal

education in the farm of three years' study of Japanese language and

_culture during their thirty-year hegemony over the Micronesian islands.

Micronesian children were educated in schools segregated from the

Japanese and other imported workers' children. In Soror,"their

administrative headquarters for'the southirn islands, they' established a

multi-Pear vocational training center for selected islands boys in 1926.

The school was enrolled'heavily by Selauans, past Of whom leached

carpentry, and the curriculum was, later expanded to include mechanics. ,

Disproportionately large numbers of Selsuans,were also enrolled at the

Japanese agricultural schools on other islands. The graduates found

employment among the Japanese industries and military, attaining highly

prestigious positions in the indigenoui culture through their

achievement. The best- educated Selauans were giveh intensive English

training by the first American administration and awarded
major roles in

the new government.

Belau education underwent a si*ilar evolution to the rest of

Micronesia under TTpi administrationrelatively little development in

the early years and. rapid development'in the 1960s. The local initiative

that charatterised the early years of-Selauan education. under the TTPI

was replaced by academic programs and funding from the central

administration. Sowever, the'19601 also witnessed experiments in

vopational and tradition -oriented education. A series 'of village and

00teg-islandsioshools were initiated that stressed education for the

traditional Micronesian way of living, offering training in iichniqies of

fishing, native, crop 'cultivation, and basic
madicine and health for small

communities, These schools were often built in cooperation with the

villagers and brought local community members into the classroom to

teagrhin Selauance the local-laaguagiabout native lifeways and

culture.

In the 1970a, as ethnic awareness was building toward the-ultiaate.

decision to seek separation from the proposed federated States of

Micronesia, eggcup of traditional religious leaders launched another

educational experiment. The Modekngel religion,. which arose in the



colonial period as a syncretism of native and colonial religious beliefs

and practices, was strongly separatist end concerned for the cultural and

economic integritrofftlaui ThZy founded a school through which they

shed to showcase native autonomy, integrity, and cultural conii&vity.

The self-sufficiency ethic that would be the basis for the ourriceum was

understood differently, however, by the Modekgnei leaders and their

American director-4W man who had started the community based schools

during his tenure as district educational administrator. The factions

:were unable to strike s balance between the desire for an academically

rigorous and socially respected school and the cooperative work projects

that their director envisioned. The. school failed after a few years. -

Sower, the attempt to 'Syncretise Western, and Japanese styles of

academic schor ing with education for local self-sufficiency may serve as

a, ac0il for sody popliMactormosian educational planners.

The T"tritor, of Guam

The pop"lation of Guam has grown undir U.S. administration fir 000

in 1901 to 106,000 ih'19$0. Guam is home to almost half the poop. If

.American Micronesia and its single island constitutes halt the at._ .%

lend miss. the. Chamorro people, Guam's indigenous inhabitants, have a

unique biotin* in Micronesia. They stem from 'the Nester* branch of the

Austrommianpoolop lather than the *astern branch to whom most

,,mictonesians belong. !Ws they were originally culturally distinct in

'Micronesia,' most closely related, with the peoples of the Philippine

Islands, whose languages are similar to Chamorro. The Mariana Islands

were the first sites for SOropean settlement in Micronesia and events
following frowlispanic rule brought about the mostntensive

SuropeasisatiOn of any area in Micronesia. The Mariana Islands were a

single culture area in pre-cOntact times and, under the Spanish, from the

sinteenth centuryintil 1690, continuedras a single political unit.

Sowever, in the twentieth century the fates of the northern islands and

Guam diverged. Therese now conitituted as two distinct political

entities, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands and the

Territory otaam. Thus the history, of the Chamorro" in Onam is also the

history of the Chamorro Northern Mariana Islanders up through the

nineteenth century.

The Spanish 'domination of the Marianas brought Christianization and

cultural and ethnic nixing. Sy the end ot the Spanish period the native

Chamorro' had intermarried with the Mexican and Philippine laborers whom

the Spanish had imported to replace a worker population decimated by

contact with European disease. The upper class of Chasorros had

intermarried with the Spanish as wall. Reconstruction of the indigenous

Chamorro culture is very difficult. In fact, the culture and lifeways

that are considered Chamorro today ate the heritage of this later,

ethnically Mixed people.

Pre- contact Chamorro society is thought to have been organised into

three diftinot aliases, rulers, comoners, and slaves. (The word



ochamorri' meani.fthisf.") Thi former commanded all land and resource
allocation, with intermarriage a route to advancement for commoners, but

,not for the slave class. Certain occupations, 4ncluding wactior,

fisherman, canoe builder, trader, sailor, were'reserved for the
.nobility. .the Norantatholio dogma of equality before God was directly

effective tn,breaking down this structure. Early Chamorro culture was -

matrilocal and-women played important roles publically as well as

overcising:complete'authotity in family matters. This tradition of

prominant,and.important roles for women, while mitigated by-Catholic

models for female behavior, is retrained today. Guamanian women are

highly sespectedulducatedi and visible as leaders.

the Spanish initiated an educational, system which was aimed at

enabling all Chamorros to understand at least tweed and catechism.

Mission schools were established in most villages. At the end of the

Spanish period perhaps as many as 73t of Chamorros above the age of seven

;vire at least miniially literate in Chamorro and 00 were reported to

seed some Spanish as well._

During the first decades of Spanish liniment the Chamorro* had

strongly reels* Christianisatich and hispanic domination. Pot twenty

years active warfare raged throughout the Marianas, culminating in the

.

defeat of the'indigenoOs people and their wholesale removal from the.,

northern islandirto controlled mission, villages on Gum.. A.. few evaded

.deportation on the island of Rota where Chamorro language and way of life

were continued uhatteuced by the cultural integration that was proceeding

on the main islands *otan Cbanorros main conservative` nd somewhat

separatist today. In the nineteenth century Guamanian Chamorro.

reimigratatto the northern islinds, both Rota and'the uninhabited

territories; they were joined'by Carolinians who were settled there,as

part of a German effort in'population redistribution. '

in 1898 Spain lost the Philippines and the Mead of Guam to the

United States. She following year the hard- pressed Spanish sold the

remainder of the ,r Micronesian territories to the Germans. The, Northern

Marianas thus became part of the region that was V3 become the Japanese

-scotectotite eftee1114, while Was- passed into Written band..
0

With the exception of the,period of Japanese-domination in 1941-44,

Guam has remained ace U.S. territory. The Americans administered the

island is a strategic aria, placing it ender Naval authority. Guam

education was placed under the direction of the Naval chaplain, rather'

than a professional educator. The new administration declared universal

education for children 0-14 with emphasis on English language, and, for

the first time in Guam, separation of religion from education. During

the preload Mar 21 pried education consumed approximately one-quarter

of the Naval budget for Gun". Education was academic and Guamanian were

segregated/from American dependents. The Navy stressed training of

Guamanian teachers, So that by 1923 all schools were staffed exclusively

by native instructors. the depth of the training that-they had received,

however, placed the level of.educational quality in some doubt. A review

if
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of the Guam education system in 1946 found that no instructioal

sartorial. had been developed !hatters* specifically for Guess all lessons

mere conducted out of stateside texts. Vocational education was offered

Only in limited ways, with the Navy's apprentice program the largest\

source of job training.° Guamanian. were channeled, both in this earlier

petioVend after World War 11, into low-skill positions in the military,\

visible especially as navy cooks.

, .

The Japanese invasion of Guam briefly brought the same system to the

island' thatims,imposedelawbere in Micrometer three years of strict

discipliary:education'in Japanese language and culture. The short.

period of alpines' begemat, however,.-did not instill tbe level of

langusge or sultutecloarningthat characterised other portions or the

islands. ;The Japenesedid%apand the agricultural system on Guam.

Oaring the'period'ol Spanish rule the Chance:a had shifted from the

lifewlysthat'typify the Nieronesian'Islandsgathering and fishingto a

:predominantl agticultarellmonomy..The Japanewereated large

.-oonmercialplantatiOnsand:tought
metbodsof.sugar,and rice growing.

The restorition.of 'IJ. control in 1944 brougb *Omni of

Aiericanisatialiffortseducationally and politically. The Guam

Capes. Malallaala as Wildvisory body to the governor and, in 1950,.

," thelhoererganic madelamanians CC-chime and permitted free

.
travel to thesminland for the tins 'pi 1960 Guamanian obtained

the right terelat theirown 11001 r. Grram is now represented in the

10.6.-Cagras by a single Representative who may vote in committee, but

noton the floor. Guam has rejected several 'overtures fiat*, Northern

Mariana forreuificatia-and, it'1979, defeated a constitution that

woad have granted privileges Similar to those exercised by the NMI and

whichwald have,aade. *Dom the second official language, on a pat

. with inglith.r.

'Lifting of. the military security sone restrictions in Guam have

.
permitted the island to develop trade relations and a successful tourist

industry with several nation. Wiest Asia, especially Japan. Tourism is

already i side industry' in 'dues and wadies to become increasingly

important. *rig of the professional positions. in -tourism, bosever, are

held not by Geamanians, but by foreign workers. The corporatand .
industrial sectors of the economy are largely controlled by

mon4uaniinianso while the Chaatorros till governmental:positions and jobs

at the lower fringes of the cash economy. Guam also attracts aliens who

are seeking a portroi entry to. the United kites and, in the 1970s, was

used as a relocation center for Southeast Asian refugees.
6

Geamsniant have sought Miter opportunities in the United States in

increasing ambers. The 1960 Census counted 20,700 Germaniass in the

mostly concentrated on the Nest Coast and in Nardi. Ica
considtrable numbers of these are college-educated people who have not

retuabd 00110.
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Guam has the most well developed educational system Amevican

Micronesia. The quality of thelschools *evinced immedia ly after 1945,

when military wives entered time teaching profession, bringing their own

American children as classmates and language models. In 1952 the

University of Guam was founded, primarily for teacher education. The 4 .

University now has a full academic curriculum and attracts students from ,

throughout the area. The Guam Vocational-Technical Sigh School founded

in 1955 was expanded as Guam Community College'in 1977. The American

domination ofthe classroom declined throughthe 1950s, asthe Guam

legislature lobbied for replacement by native teachers. Now the majority

are well educated Chamorro.. English remains a problem, however,' since

Guamanian haft develoved their own dialect of English, a. variety that is

not all understood'outside the islands.

The curriculum, however, remained largely alsadoptod fral American"

schools.- In recent years there has been a stag movement of. support for.

Increased Guam - oriented eariculataterials and, particularly, attention

to school support of the Chamorro language. The large and long-standing

American'presence on the island has broughtaboit ,a.decline in the,use of

Chamorro by young peopleva trend which older Guamanians view with

alarm. In 1973 4 bilingual programeras initiated, expanded
in 197.7 to .

require-Camaro al a mandatory Subject in grades one to six, so that

native - language literacy might be reintroduced and decline of spoken

Chamorro halted. Chamorro is offered as antoptional subject throimih-

grade twelve. Nilingual signs and advertisements are required as well.

for the forgeable future `Guam will remain a'Territory of the United '

lftates. Its educational and economic development planning assume

Continuing access to the to U.S. funds and support. However,

Gam, too, is seeking greater economic self-suffIciencY through

development of tourism, especially, but also possible small'industrial.

and mauficturing doncetni. The education offered Guamanian children must

prepare'them to maintain their cultural heritage in a changing, and'more'

crowded, society. Educational planning on Guam will.encompas. questions

of language`,.. ethnic maintenance, and vocational, needs.

The Commonwealth of the 'Northern Mariana Islands

The Northern Ma ens Islands are home to a mixed indigenous

population of whom Cb rros constitute the majority and Carolinians a

twenty-five percent mi rity. The northern islands of the Mariana

archipelago were largely *void of population between 1693, when the

Spanish forcibly removed r lting Chamorros to controlled villages on

Guam, and the nineteenth ury, when the former natives were permitted

to resettle and the Garman r me added to the population"by resettling

families from their overpopulat territories in the Carolina,

especially !pas Truk. The rota Chamorros had experienced the same

history of liapaniciation as Mei compatriots remaining on Guam; their

n umbers were limmrmmadiesewhat by xtuwswith the few Chamorros who had

,eluded Spanish removal and sustained, is ancient culture on the island

0 of Rota.
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During the Japanese period, 1014-4S, the Northern Marianas were

developed for integration into the Japanese Empire. Massive immigration

from Japan transformed the natives into a onetin-seven minority in their

own islands. Large agricultural systems were developed and, particularly

in Abilene ate, headquarters of the-Japanese administration, modern

infrastructure was develsoped. Military facilities followed as the war

neared, primarily on Tinian Island. Most of the- Japanese were deported

by the American administration following the Vat, although the

'considerable numbegi who had intermarried with the Chamorros and

Carolinians rem1ine4.
, 1

Today the main Wands, Iota, Tinian, and the capital, Saipan, are

!t

home to 17,000 peopl , iacluding considerable numbers of foreign workers

especially from the ilippines. On Saipan one - quarter of the population

.is ion-native.' The rthern,Marianas is the only- member of the TTPI to

elect a close association vi' the United States. As a commonwealth the

NMI residents ate ID.Cicititeni and participate in various federal

programs that areliot applicable to other territories. This American

orientation stems' at least in part from the special status that prevailed

for the NMI folloying libeld-WarII. With the exception of notarthe

islands were not include& in the Trust Territory, but rather maintained

---\ as a military area under Naval jurisdiction. Tinian Island was sealed

. off as a trainiig hase.for.the CIA. Military rule was not discontinued

until 1062, at which tile the islands were 'reunited as the NMI District

in the TTPI. The ban on foreign travel was not' lifted until .1974., since

which time the.= has endeavored to develop its favorable position for

the Japanese tourist Wintry. Tinian WWIIs a center of.U.S. military

interest.. It served as an important bane-during the Vietnam Nat and is

being considered for res.expension.

t

The political structoce of the NNI reflects the complex -and difficult

history the islands' population has undergone. Traditional community

Serial structure", largely destroyed by foreign intervention, removal,

and depopulation, hive been regleoed,in part by the emerging political

parties which were introduced by the American system of governance.

Punetions such as large work patties'for major community activities,

. e.g., construction or de*sea fishing, were once organised by village or

clan leaders, as is conson4leevisere. in Micronesia. Now these tasks are

undertaken through the leadership of political parties. The parties

organise burials, important celebrations, and such major events and are

almost entirely endogamous.

The Constitution of the Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas

carefully trot:eta the indigenous culture. It esquires equal

representation of each of the three islands of Note, Saipan, and Tinian

in the upper legislative house: despite Saipsn's overWhelming population

superiority. Woolens* is an effort to express the importance of

continued unity among the islands, despite the historical differences

between Note and the other islands. PUrthermote the constitution places

restrictions on land ownership by. residents not of Northern Marianas

descent. With the large numbers of foreign' workers in the islands, there.



is concern that dillution of the Chamorro and Carolinian populations

might again take place. Both of these provisions may face legal

challenge under 0.8.:constitutional law, and should provide a test of the

flexibility, within 0.8. law, for indigenous peoples' self - determination.

The Northern Marianas is widely regarded as possessing the most well

developed educational system of any of the former TTBi members. The

portion of young people with high school degrees is the highest, as are

the qualifications fordteaching certification. The NCI opened its first

high school in Osipan.in 1961 and- has placed priority on training centers

within its own district. In 1961 post-secondary education became

available in the MNI.for the first time. Still teacher: training is

urgently needed and less than St.of 1842 residents possess college

degrees. Like other areas it suffers from a lack of a vocationally

educated native labor force. The1abor force has a median of 6.2 years

of schoolingrbut this is primarily in anaemic subjects. As in Guam, in

the WI non-natives dominate in small business, management, and induttry

and construction. The future directions for the NMI economy appear to

hold'expension in the terries sectors. Educational planning now taking

place will greatly affect the success of economic transition.

nutitizao HMI MICRONESIA

In recent years there has been concern throughoutinicronesia that the

educational structure established by the American administrations is not

suited to.the long-term needs. of the region, nor-is it sufficiently

congruent with native.Mioronesian beliefs and values. There has been a

.demand for culturallf-relevant,education, both in content and in

pedagogy..-As economic:development ideas have begun to-take.shapeL the

importancm Of vocational education has been realised; there has not,

however, been an eguivalent4rise in the demand for vocational training.

The population demographics indicate that education will be a growing

.industry. A populace educated to the new econoeic.situation is a

necessity. Micronesia suet deign schooling for rising numbers of young

people and education for change for the child and adult-population. The

following sections suggest several areas in which educational research

-and.developeent might profitably take'place.

iducation and Micronesia has undergone rapid and profound

change?. Return to riser life is not possible. Contact, particularly

during the lest twenty years of American administration, has drastically

altered the attitudes and expectations of the Micronesian peoples. All

the Micronesian states are experiencing' exponential population growth,

already' reaching numbers in sole areas that the native subsistence

economy could net support. It is an amalgam Of the. old and the new-that

Micronesian leavers ate Booking. Inonomiallevelopment plans are being

drawn up in all parts of the fellin..1191.1ndria -Guam. These proposals

.11411-suggest, andlitritilso follow, the direptions that Micronesian

education will take and has taken.d
.
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Paradoxically, Micronesia has both a shortage and an excess of .

trained labor. The American emphasis on'academic schooling has created a

large white collar labor pool. In 1990 over 2,500 Trust Territory+adults

possessed a high school diploma. Territory schools are turning out 1,000

'volutes a year, so that that number will, double by 1590. These people

have been trained in the expectation of receiving employment in

government or education, highest status work in the Micronesian point of

104414 Vet the ITPI governmental'structure, the assumed employer, is

already staffed by very young workers; only expansion would create

vacancies inAhe required numbers. And it is not expansion, but .

contraction'ot governmental payrolls that is the only reasonable outlook

for the Micronesian states. In 1980 the cost of government services in

the TTPI was $80 million, ten times,the total value of the region's

exports. While' -the new political entities will continue to receive U.S.

funding as a commonwealth and as freely associated states, those revenues

will decline after atom five years. Programs upon which Guam has

depended have alsobeen curtailed. "Micronesia thus has a valuable

.asset.--an roduceted workforcefor whom there is no place in the existing

economy.

On.the other band; Aheie is such.. shortage of skilled blue collar

workers that alien labor, from the Philippines, Japan, Taiwan, and Sorsa

have been AmporteditoLfill.roles in construction, skilled trades, service

industries, ankbesiness managment. lam.VorthernMirianase for example,

had an imported workforce 01'3423 in 1992e.among an indigenous

population of less than 12,000.° Vocational' 'education was mot emphasised

in the past .years, nor is- as attractive to native Micronesians as are

bureaucratic positions. traditionally, working for another person was

evidenct of close inferiority to the'verson who commanded one's

services.- Chiefs cooldrseggest labor from cosmoners'as part of the

reciprocal Obligations that were the basis of.micromisian village
structure. 'It'Aslifficulte' then, for many traditionalist Mioronesioni
to seek employment in. business or industrial settings.-levelopment of

vocational education cannot just be undertaken wholesale, as was the

expansion of academic education. Micronesian attitudes about work must

be exploteiand incorporated to enhance not only learning, but later

employmint situations:

In several areas of Micronesia experiments are underway to create

educational programs. that emplify-tonditional skills and ;noway.. -In

the Northern Marianas and Gus* the emerging tourist industry has

suggested that the pectic, of traditional craftsce.g., basketry, might

lead to a profitable supplemen ism". for numbers of people. Some

programs for teaching the yew?aditional techniques are being

instituted, using talented old .members of thscamunities as

instructors. The Vitt ture Center in Pimp. employs Were to.teaci0

traditional *Othello in ingelost-building, and fishing, and to
instruct the iron* in. ureshistory. is structure of training also

reinforces the important relationship n young people and the

°amenity elders whom work and sotiviti d the young traditionally
observed and imitated. It also serves to reunite the school and the

r



community.,. Restoration of the dignity of manual work is also critical to

economic development. :Serous* traditional labor has not been .

economically as Avotative as white collar employment,'there has beep

littleio draw people into-that sector of the cash economy. If profit

from small manufacturing and crafts can be morectluiely equalised with

the inflated American adtsinistration based sector such handwork might

become attractiverlad.attitudinal barriers to pr vats sector employemnt

broken down.

Organisational structure's that build on n tive social systems may

also be explored. 'Micronesians have ttaditi ally held property in

combos or 'in trait. Posseision of surplus s by individuals'is still

regarded with discimatort, even by groups, uch as the Selauans, who

participate actively:in the wage economy ',Mere may be much to learn .

from cooperative. economic ventures that ve been tried in other parts of

Ihe'developing world.' Adult education for. community leaders *boot

integritim of emall.ventures'in: ratives may be appropriate, since

it weuld.lVed.theluctedibility.to it undertakings and assure cultural'

appropriateness of the projects. rthermore, leadership by the *Hers .

is crucial to maintenance Of sty social structure. .

Sducation.and Culture. Just si there are economic practices and economic

training that build upon nativ culture, so there are classroom practices

that can be drawn from troll chalvinformal learning structures'td

enhance the educational s es of Micronesian children and'Xdults. Pox !:

some time now research in_ cultural/rappropriate schooling has been

conducted in a variety of ttings; In the U.S4'study has already

improWlichoo/Iperfoill and ettitudeii toward schooling among American

Indians. Some of the a roaches undertaken in that work might ,b

profitably applied to Micronesian situation. The most ambitious and

most successful saw in analysing the,learning patternslof Paciflo

Islands children ha been undertaken at the Samehameha Schools for

native Hawaiians.. dy of mother-child interaction", sibling caretaking.. .

behavior, and ohil ren's natural and informal group interactional

patterns have s et*, a number of strategies for school clasi

organisation ths improved children's learning and, their attitudes toward

school. Many of the behavior patterns that the Hawaii researchers have

pointed out ha parallels elsewhere in the Pacific, including Micronesia.

Salient along the culturalcharacteristics of the'licronesiais is

their reti nee to put themselves forward and the-value that they place

on group rmoWy or consensus and on maintaining face in public. All of .

these stag est that the Ameriekn.pattern of individual.questiOning of one

-pupil fr among a group, asking students to:Publicelly demonstrate

knowl of.a subject, and classroom competition are highly .

inapp riot* for the Micronesian setting. 'Strategies which permit

-stud to enOoy the traditional Micronesian learning pattern of quiet

obi* lotion, private trial and, finally, successful public, imitation may

pr successful for some tasks. Classroom interaction that requires

ind viduals to tisk public failure can be expected to cease great stress

Mictonesisis children, and nob-participation may be the result.

/
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Likewise singling out individuals for praise would be inappropriate in a
Culture in-Which achievements are not pablically commented on. in fact

.sometimes.deniedoot. of Plikemlia
,

.fletral Microneelaw educators have suggested Alternative classroom

inters' ties.' patterns that dr.'', upon Micronesian .attitudes toward public

behavior and toward knowledge and its us*. 'Group answering, rather than

..seleetingout-individeals,'hat been successfully used in a number of

School's. indirect, questioning, has .also been advocated. The Micronesian

concept of: knowledge-SOggeits, that 'knowledge is a private, not a public

attributes to many societies in the legion elders and chiefs are

respected in part;be0a0se tber.possest unique information. An elder

pseses.bit'wisdoson....tio.hit chosen 'successor only very gradually and .

ipartialfyythe full iivelirmation. is 'often .not transmitted until the

young ..man 'aspiring to a 'leadership position is tested 'on his

.ability Pieci toOther,:thewhole :fres the parts he has been given.

This suggenti':an.,,.:indirectoperhaPs'Circolar questioning approach, rather.

.than-,the lisear. diteek..Method..that is the 'basis for the scientific mode

of thinking that underlieeltestern thought. It further implies that

students-,Sey not bssereglit,t0 'demonstrate. $1, that they know before others

and also that lndividuale should' not be put into a position where they

ate revealed OAMCV,..leek`Aban. is demanded.
. .

Ike imputation1d :learning..frem.everyday activities has been

docukented In certainilicironesian cultures' tradition of special boys'

° nd-pirle ,gclubee.0110 apprenticeship for certain. skilled work, but

penerally.scquisition of -.necessary knowledge and skills takes place as a

part of theroutins. of.:abaervation and imitation of ,older children's and

adults' actiVitjes::, 'is. unlikely that Micronesians will readily accept

schooling which-,doeli.not appear to have any immediate value in. their

morsel range of Teaching which combines in-class and

inNnsusity work might, be. useful in, drawing parallels between abstract

knowledge. end "Oil potential' application".

Interpersonal islatiOnshps -011061 Microrsksians are structured somewhat

diffetently7than those among Westariters. Gender' differences are far more

salient in scse7ireaset'llicranesia, asking coiducation difficult.

Drother-tistsg. relations may. be 'particularly .sg.taiayi, when they are

a'placid in' the same ClaIsroom...,thildrearing is .so solely a duty of

parents in most Micronesian societies. Other relative!, e.g.ftunte,

grandparents, may equal responsibility. Direct childcarsi may be

conducted by older eiblingsrthese duties are their initiation into adult

responsibility. lasing responsiblity is an indication of increasing

respect.: so that ttativing elder children's roles in direction of their

younger siblings or cousins may Sell be construed as indicating:lack of
confidence in tbeig abilities. Classtiics structures that permit younger

children to learn smdet"directiesstolder students might be partivoarly

aggiopriste for iiiatonesian schools, for thigoattern mould instill

confidence end. respect in the older children-11nd offer the Irminger a

shams to leers separate from tbe oversight of Melts.

e
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Adult education requires careful planning so that respected community

cambers are not iniantalised and disgraced. In communities in which the

li4Ware.beiviCoffeted-schooling that their leaders have not

expetiso00444ntroductienjorinfdomation to adults may be esrcially

-critical, itthe leadere,ire:net.to. suffer dislocation and shame before

gij age.relationshipalso suggests the importance of

Amplicity valuing traditional. 04444'414nd skills, so that the educated

.younger.,,14.1clx..00ta1iensted,-..;061.theircormunities.

Group,' rather- than
individuele'responiiblityls.the basis of

micionesian community lift.,.Schools.mightose this structure to enhance

learning and, e1molten,004,0100ialise children to function in' the

traditionalAifews10.-Aiivisroliar frog the iSections Obeys, coital% of

. the values ofillastern:Societyconfliet with traditional .Micronesian

morals' and beijetembecess.Americans stress individual rights and

ssitt:.personat'opiniOn the :Micronesian island cultures thrived on

priacip104,:grouphissicny. and Coniensus. Americans' focus on the

inportance*.egiliterienimmendlOirsonal mobility do not mesh with the

NiorOnosiasisiaphoinWon-respect:for elders and superiors and the

impottince,;ofifittintliito'onetsplace in S well-defined, immutable

cooriunityattenteriii-"livarionfined and steticcommunity, conformity, not

dissent is Value 40flaPean-parents,
foraxamplet'have complained that

theirahildrealiatmlbecomedieresperstful and irresponsiblothrough

acquisitionoCkietitian:values...' Oni group stated that the young people

tranelated theInglia word 'freedom" 'as the'Penapean ftsenei", meaning

-thatAt is up'tothe -person, -you can do what you want, rather than as

oaaledeh", the.adoltlreedomof maturity with responsibility. Certainly

the lattor-wwintinidsdOor it is the lassie of the American concept o2

democracy. Translation and transmission of cultural knowledge requires

'cage rindirensitivittOnliOW44ections.

"he information nbw available on Micronesian cultures offers

significant, but scattered insights for educators. Only a few studies

have bean undertsken,whiOklocus specifically on education in the islands

and they have been .largely historical, rather than observational. Models

for educstionWethnograghic study 'suggest ways of transforising native

apprenticeship systems, Socialisation practices, and communicational

structures inWiffective claistoompedsgogies. 'Somme, more detailed

study of contemporary relations, in urban center. and on outer-islands,

is required before educationalicOgrals can be °planned specifically for

Micronesian Culture groups. The areas suggest themselves for

cultural rimarehu.

o laxly childhood training of young children' and the Social

and :personal context in which childrearing is Conducted.

o ...Indigenous learning structures, including teaching methods

and learning networks.

o Structure of interpersonal and intergroep relations,

patterns of respect and authority, verbal and nonverbal

coMmunicational patterns.



which'ichoO3' learning have been put by the
voMmesityfrecteel practice of reading, writing,.

,AmithOSOtieetA0010ftlfic 11.0001 educational needs,as
pernefte!kay.thiycomounity,...:

sylotenirOf "lino Kedge, including the categories of

knolitiedge thit oriffisepooted, end the special information

limit.?titeldelermons :Particular stabgrOups within the

.1gomen. -'

. .

vlOodrole tor, behavior which govern public and private .

behavior the nermi:by which 'they_are instilled; values
ree0Ohnibility, group cohesion, and conflict

'resolution; lunesnental moral precepts and modes of
lOgorgfli,e4'. -

Slitical Constructs_ governing individual and group

',Orientation' to.change and external intervention, attitudes

oducition.

"'Attitod44 Aerate- work-and work 'practices for individuals
fears 3.. eat communitY ambitions and goals.

'thitat4Spactn.:Of 'culture `should be _taken, into account in
educational'plintling'...:lacds..1licrontsian state will asks its own
decisionsimperhsprrAt..;$!:100.14-...0csmunity-lerolmhich to emphasise, the

old'orShe :nint:'Snd.:how.,:they:080.,:be.integrateCto that Micronesians can.

:itit',into::.their'''ssowi'llev.:ard.Old,'.0hanging world. There is a pressing

:rise for '000osaMoiniOf4ffectivik:oehocliiipAachniques 'throughout

MictomisiiVand::ehAtteellat'uttieot.:'00001...for .developient of curricular

materials and which Oleo*

globslaffaits,;ln.alliarenesian:perspectiVe, decently there has been

lase pogrom- tOwatC*IlierOneeiemiassed Oursicultim, 'primarily in the

semi SOisvicee.:-.04.,ralso.4.11Calt on. ANicrOnSilan mathematicr text.
.

. ,
:fhis`virrk 4.11:-Int- :000ParatiVe Ondiseors 1110fig the Several American
MiOrontSierk"statisi,.lint will'also-tegosire'that Materiel:, be tailored to
the specific, oesd."...0-Alie state :800. comities with whom they are to be
eats. ,

Mducation rani! vise,. .2belligures. in fable IV (next page) indicate the
plethora of tistinW.Ianguagin-tivtare..spoken in Mioronetia today.
There arro also Other, 4Mallst. lanftege .00eawsities and .dialectal variants
that are '_Oot'.lietell ao the .00Telee *10104 but are critical cultural
maskers. '00.1401 let-14116i Only One portent a /Wsericari:.MiOtonesians
ledieetCthat-thfliehls'iMeirlangumprOiraboiee,for personal use,
despite deeldimivotanollab leogeetebostteolveres1,4dOestion. Clearly,
Issiguals verietylii!.anletigrikl, part Of Micronesian group identity and
this diversity s likely to tads a pert of the educational' scene.. In
het, the breali,spotthe Intl into four distinct political entities has
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I

lessened the immediate importance of English as a lingua franca, at least

in the Northern Marianas, the Marshall. and pilau. In each of three

regions the predominant language (two languages in OM!) can be used for

the vast majority of the population. The new post-ITPI constitutions
call for an indigenous language to be,used for official capacities, a

shift away from the English-only policy of the Trust Territory

administration.

The school systems of the various states are-departing, to some

extent, from the English-only policy as well. Under the IITA

administration native languagm,were persitted.in grades one to three,

with English study ',mice part of the curriculum, so that transition to

'English as the language of instruction could take place by grade four.

In Guam English is the medium of instruction. This policy has never been

fully carried out, since the *wallah abilities of the pupils--and often

of the tiachers--were not adequate for learningto take place. Secondary

and Nigher education will continue to require either English or one of

the mote common Micronesian languages, since these schools draw upon

students from a variety Of language backgrounds. Emmet, there is

increasing call, for native language curriculum materials, both from the

larger populations, such as Dolmans and.Chamorros, and from the small

language minority groups. The question of language of,instruction,

government, and public affairs will play an important role iii educational

debate in the coming mats.

Language has already appeared as a mijos issue in the movements for

ethnic identity that arose concomitant with the region-vide debates on

future political status. In Guam it has taken'on the form of a Chamorro

revival and preservation movement. Guam is the only Micronesian state in

which the majority of indigenous young people report preference for

English. The decline of Chamorro has been rapid in the pest generation.

Adults in 100 preferred Chamorro to English 21,000 to 10,000, but their

children preferred Emilia to Chamorro 15,000 to l0,0ft0. Guam has

already undertaken Chamorro bilingual and bilingual/bicultural education

projects, whose aim has sometimes included the re-introduction of '

Chamorro to predominantly Siglish-speaking children, as well as the

training of Chamorro- speaker in English. Chamorro-language curriculum

materials are also under development. The Northern Marianas have

conducted bilingual and bicultural programs in Chamorro and Carolinian,

which the overwhelming majority of their young people still speak

acti..-ly. A related English language educational problem is the

prevalence of non-standard varieties of English, already noted as an

obstacle to CUmanians higher educations.

Mith such a large number of distinct languages and such small

communities of speakers, it will be difficult to reconcile the desire for

native language materials with the cost of their production. While the

American policy of English-only schooling quite clearly will not.continue

to dominate Micronesian education, especially at the elementary levels,

neither does wholesale translation or creation of entire curricula for

each language community appear to be a realistic prospect.
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Inter-community and interustate cooperation will alleviate some of the

costs, e.g., if the Chamorro-language materials are shared and adapted

for both Guam and the VOtthern Marianas. Still the language problem

-suggests that more creative methods of curriculum development are called

for. One approach worth study is development of curricula that depend

upon the oral, rather than literate orientation of Micronesian cultures.

Audio-visual materials might be devloped in which narration can be dubbed.

In. a variety of languages, easily and inexpensively. Advanced technology

forlranslation should also be investigated.

The **cols can also make use of an abundant resource--the native

speakers of the various languages in which classes are conducted or which

are used to augment instruction. Bringing adults from the community into

the classroom increases local interest in the schools and also enables

elders to assist in teaching using traditonal oral methods of

transmission, Apprenticeship approaOhes may not require the extensive

written materials that characterise the formal classrooms oral literature

can bedstudied and recorded, thus creating materials. Some methods for

oral approaches have been developed, for example, with American Indian

tribes, further research on the applicability of oral. and audio-visual .

techniques to Micronesian education is merited.

education nd Chance. Micronesian educators face a difficult mandate.

they must eveloptducational systems thai are responsive to the unique

characteristics of the constitutent cultural communities, that support

continuance of traditional lifeways, and that channel their populations

in viable economic directions which are still consistent with traditional.

values. The former states ire educating the first generation of

young people who will be trained for self-governance. The next decades

will be politically as well as economically and culturaly challenging for

ail the Micronesian states. Western notions of government are only

partially understood by the general population. Implications of massive

infusion of material goods into a subsistence economy have only recently

become clear. Traditional patterns of self-sufficiency and

interdependence must be encouraged once more and adapted to the cash.

economy. But these are all only components of a more fundamental

educational challenge.

The Micronesian experience in the past hundred years has been one of

continual, inexplicable, and unmotivated change. Colonial regimes have

come and gone, each imposing.a new set'of principles that the indigenous

peoples were instructed to adopt as the-sole truth. Under American

-administration there has been neglect, then cultural dislocation, tnd now

partial vithdrawl. This recent history contrasts 'radically with native.

Micronesian concepts and expectations which sere developed in highly

isolated, stable, and internally consistent communities. Mow educators

must train young peopis not for immutability, but for the fact of

change. Soculorisittlft and urbanisation aril proceeding apace, altering

the most basic structures of family and community. in urban centers

intercultural contact-rum occasioned by a rare canoe visit from a

neighboring people --is a part of the daily scene. In the midst of all

O
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this apparently uncontrollable
changi; Micronesians must come.to be

arbiters of their own fate, in a world which they have- entered only in

this lifetime.

The underlying challenge to Micronesian educational planners and

practitioners is to teach skills that will enable the present adults and

children to select wisely among a virtually unlimited range of life

choices. As individuals, Micronesians can select lives that vary from

treditionsl subsistence in the context of 4 tiny community of family and

clan, partaking in the communal economy and following the precepts of the

village elders, to migration to cash economy and isolated, self-directed

life in a districit center, an urbanised area such as Guam, or even the

United States'. As societies. Micronesians face even more complex ,

decisions. States, districts, and individual villages will be confronted

with decisions about their long-term.futures. Should they encourage

industrial or commercial development? Can a specific project be tailored

to suitability with the native cultural environment? Should they scale

thlgactivities to their existing populations and its interests and

skills, or should they plan for a more populous, more ethnically diverse

future? Is *eternisation and industrialisation the only route to an

economically and soCiallT sound future? Who should decide these questions?

Micronesian leaders -are pursuing ways of creating thoughtful,

future-osiented piens for their societies. There has been attention

directed to understandiwthe images of the world and of the roles of

humans in affecting,tbe course of events as they are represented in

traditional conceptual systems. One state has already conducted research

into attitudes among its pOpulation about the future and the role they

4 see themselves playing in it. One generalisation that emerges everywhere

is a attitude of fatalism, of the impossibility -, individual or society

directing the course of its own future.

The value of planning and an orientation toward the future are

fundamental aspects of modern thought. In order to chOoseveiong the many

options now open to them, Micronesians will require education to enhance

their understanding of the basic concepts upon which modern political and

economic decisiosmaking re based. A number of topics might shape

Micronesian curricula that would foster this transition to change- and

future-oriented thinking:

o A conompt of history that places the Micronesian experience

into a time perspective in relation to other communities,

demonstrates the evolution of societies over time, and

develops the principle of change by design and illustrates

human will as a factor in determining events.

o Political education in the principles of participatory

government as an instrument of common will; the political

patty system as a dynamic, policy formulating structure;

and the federal system as an evolutionary and adaptive

structure. in the PIM, for example, the balance between



the central and the state authorities will have.to be

developed over time, through legislation and judicial

precedent, with mutual confidence in the direction of that

evolution. Also important are the concepts of contractual
obligations, which one may choose to enter into, or not

and written codes of law which, once agreed to, are not

subject to major exemptions.'

o Inforrattion systems, especially the importance of feedback,

structures'in heirarchical decisionmaking patterns. This

would apply directly to the Micronesian need to balance
opinions prevailing in centers of administration with the

villages on the perifery, which usually embody the
traditional belief system and lifeways mote who3,tstically.

The conception of systems as dynamic, not static structures

is more like pre-contact Micronesian political organisation

than the.colonial administrative systems that were, put into

place.

o Application of a scientific attitude to political,

economic, and social contexts= a view of society as the

product of human action and intention. Structures for

discussion of alternative futures are just developing in

the U.S.1 they might be usefully applied in Micronesia.

Major economic developments, for example, will not be

successful unless all partiesgovernmental authorities,

leaders and residents of affected communities, and the

pdpulace as a whole --can. give informed consent, based on

the implications for change in the nature of their economy,

environment, end community structure that will follow, both

from approval of development and denial: of approval.

o The ethnographic point of view that analyses all cultures

as equivalently complex, unique expressions of their
participants' interactions with the natural and.social

environment. The critical importance of a conception of

culture and cross-cultural differences is obvious for

Micronesians' relations with. the U.S. and with other

industrialised nations, but is also a factor in

intraiMicronesian relations as well. The peoples of

Micronesia will need sophistication in cross-cultural
communications and the ability to shift comfortably among a

wide variety of cultural contexts. Part of a change

orientation is the ability to accept and adapt to a variety

of settings, while maintaining a clear seas* of self and of

role within shifting contexts.

The traditional cultures of Micronesia are well adapted to the

islands' natural environment and embody social patterns of interdepence,

cooperation, and harmony that are the goal, and scult, of cultures around

the world. The structures of codex, modern society--elective political

systems, cash economies, industrial development, long-distance

communication and travel --are being adapted for the Micronesian setting.

Mention in Micronesia must supply the bridge.

46 ,
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